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INTRODUCTION 

The Continental Navy played a relatively small role in 

the American War for Independence. Very few of its actions 

have been deemed worthy of mention in American history text-

books. Aside from the exploits of John Paul Jones , very few 

of the navy's operations have even been mentioned.1 Although 

the American navy was small, it could have made a greater 

impression upon the course of the war than it did. Alto-

gether, more than fifty armed vessels flew the Continental 

rlavy's colors during the course of the war. At one time, 

during the winter of 1776-1777, it had no less than twenty-

six armed vessels in commission.6 The record of the navy, 

however, almost belies the fact that it reached this size. 

Examination of the operations and administration of the 

Continental Navy reveals that, to a large extent, it was the 

ineffective executive direction of that service which caused 

its ignominious demise. During the period In which the navy 

had squadron strength {at least three to five vessels) in 

1 
John M. Blanti and others, The National Experience, 2nd 

ed, (New York, 1963) , pp. 116-1T7; T. "arry WilXlains "and 
others, A History of the United States to 1877, 2nd ed., rev. 
(New YorK ,1966) , pp. 154, 160; SaraueT E. Monson, Oxford 
History of the American People (*Jew York, 1964), 

2 
"Gardner W. Allen, h Naval History of the American 

Revolution, 2 vols. (Eoston"," 15171", II, T00-7"5l7 ~~ 



commission, the executives in control squandered the available 

naval strength on wasteful and dangerous missions. 

Three executive offices in turn directed the Continental 

•Javy: the Marine Committee, the Board of Admiralty, and the 

Agency of Marine. The Marine Committee was composed of 

thirteen members of Congress, each from a different state. 

It directed the navy from 1776 until the end of 1779. The 

Board of Admiralty replaced the Marine Committee in December, 

1779. The Admiralty Board consisted of five commissioners 

selected by Congress. Two of the commissioners were selected 

out of Congress. The Board of Admiralty directed the navy 

until mid-1781 when it was disbanded and its place taken by 

the Agency of Marine. The Agency of Marine consisted of a 

single official, the Agent. Robert Morris was the only 

person to hold this office. He served from mid-1781 until 

the end of the war. 

The navy reached its maximum size during the winter of 

1776-1777? it then began to decline, reaching its lowest 

strength in mid-1781, at which tirae the Admiralty Board was 

replaced. The decline of the navy was in large measure due 

to the operations of the Marine Committee and the Board of 

Admiralty. Agent Morris was able to begin rejuvenation of 

the navy, but the war ended before he could restore it to 

squadron strength. 



This study consists cf five chapters. Chapter I is a 

study of the motives and intent of Congress in creating a 

navy. Chapters II and III examine the operations conducted 

hf the Marine Committee, Chapter II being devoted to its 

early operations and Chapter III to its later operations. 

Chapters IV and V examine, in turn, the work of the Board of 

Admiralty and the Agency of Marine. 



CHAPTER 1 

CONGRESS CREATES A NAVY 

On October 3, 1775, Samuel Ward, of the Rhode Island 

delegation, submitted to the Second Continental Congress a 

resolution of the Rhode Island House of Magistrates urging 

the Continental Congress to raise an American navy. 

. , . this assembly is persuaded that the build-
ing and equipping of an American fleet, as soon 
as possible, would greatly and essentially con-
duce to the preservation of lives, liberty, and 
property of the good people of these colonies» 

The resolution went on to plead that a navy should be employed 

by the Congress to *""effectually annoy our enemies and con-

tribute to the common defense of these colonies.This 

motion was tabled to the next Friday, when it was again 

2 

tabled. It was not brought to a vote for several months. 

Two days after the original motion was introduced, however, 

the continental assembly passed a motion to fit out two ships 
3 

to intercept British supply vessels en route to Canada. 

Diary of Famuel Ward/1 Magazine of American History, 
I (1877) , 551? fforthington C. Ford, "editor, Journals"~oF~ 
Continental Congress, 37 vols, (Washington, 1904-*1^3777 ill, 
II a (Hereafter"cited as Journals.) 

2Journals, III, 274, 281, 283, 348-349. 

•̂ Ibicl. , p. 275. 



Despite the colonies' reluctance to create a continental 

navy, a naval force of some kind was essential if they in-

tended to oppose Great Britain with force. The coastal 

situation of the colonies, and the seapower and geographic 

location of Great Britain, were factors that made a naval 

force essential to the colonies. 

Nothing indicated mora clearly the need, for a continental 

navy than the fact that irregular colonial sea forces sprang 

up wherever actual combat situations occurred during the 

early months of the fighting. The origin of these rebel 

naval forces varied. Sometimes they were created by colonial 

assemblies in response to specific situations. Whatever their 

origin, these de facto navies formed wherever colonials clashed 

4 

with British nilitary forces* 

The first irregular colonial naval force was not sanc-

tioned by a colonial assembly but was developed by a militia 

detachment in response to an immediate need. After aiding 

Ethan Allen in the capture of Fort Ticonderoga, Benedict 

Arnold, then a colonel in the Massachusetts militia, borrowed 

a schooner from the merchants of Skenesborough, Mew York. 

With his "regiment of thirty five men" on board, Arnold 

sailed this schooner up Lake Chaioplain to the British military 

Charles Oscar Paullin, The Administration of the Con-
tinental Saw of the American Revolution HpVnnapoTfs, T91515T, 
Chapter 11, is" devoted to a~cB.scussxon~of the rise of the 
state navies and their early histories. 



post at St. John's, where he destroyed several boats and 

5 

captured an armed royal sloop. The schooner which Arnold 

used was never named in his dispatches. It was not judged 

part of any colony13 armed forces, and Arnold held no naval 

rank either before or after the expedition, nevertheless, 

the St. John's expedition was a water operation and it did 

involve an armed force. It may be considered the first re-

corded incident of naval warfare in the War for Independence 

and the borrowed schooner as the first American naval vessel. 

Most of the state navies, the sea forces sanctioned by 

the separate colonies, were created for defense. As tension 

in the various colonies increased, fear of attack by British 

naval vessels grew. As aarly as April, 1775, the revolution-

ary councils in Connecticut expressed worry over the 
fi 

vulnerability of their colony's coast to naval sorties. By 

June, the officials of Rhode Island and Massachusetts were 

7 

voicing the same fear. one reaction to this fear was the 

creation of either state navies or irregular naval forces. 

5 
Colonel Benedict Arnold to Albany Committee of Safety, 

May 22, 1775, in William B. Clark, editor, Naval Documents 
of the American Revolution, 2 vols. (WashingtonT 1964-1967), 
I, — — 

6Pster Force, compiler, American Archives, Fourth Series, 
6 vols. (Washington, 1839-1853T,"~Il7~3T57 

7Ibid., pp. 656, 1112. 



Photic Island was the first, of the "?aw England colonies to 

establish a state navy an an answer to its problems of 

coastal defense. In an act of June 12, 1775, the Rhode Island 

?Vssamblv ordered two siaall hoats to be fitted out for coastal 

defense.'' Two weeks later, the governor of Rhode Island wrote 

to the lassachnsetts Congress suggesting that Massachusetts 

9 

do the satae." By that date, however, an irregular naval 

force had r.een formed in Massachusetts. 

On June 2, the people of Kachias, Mainef then part of 

Massachusetts, after a brief exchange of cannon fire, boarded 

and captured a British, "'l&vy schooner in the town harbor. 

The townspeople stripped the schooner, the Margaretta, of 

her guns and mounted them on one of their own local schooners, 

which they rechristened the Machias Liberty. This vessel was 

sailed up and down the coast of haine in company with another 

armed schooner fitted out by the citizens of ^achias, the 

10 

Diligent." The Massachusetts General Court gave & certain 

legal status to this impromptu naval force. On Jane 26, it 

thanked the people of 'lachias, "for their courage and good 

conduct" in capturing the Margaretta, and allowed that 

schooner to regain in their control for them to improve as 
HT.hi£., p. 1118. 

''»?ovoruor Cooke to the Hassaotmsetts Congress, June 27, 
1775, ibid. 

lyihi(i. , III, 345-354. 



they shall think most fit for their and the public advan-

11 

tage. By that date the citizens of Machias had already 

made improvements upon the Royal Mavy schooner. The two 

vessels nanned by the Maine townspeople barely deserved to 

be called ships, and for soma time they were controlled 

solely by the Machias Committee of Safety. Nevertheless, 

they effectually constituted a Massachusetts naval force. 

On July 1, 1775, the Connecticut Assembly resolved that 

their colony should have a navy, and in the next month they 

created one by purchasing and commissioning two small 

12 

vessels. 

South of Mew England, colonial naval forces did not 

appear until after mid-1775, In early June the South Carolina 

Congress heard a proposal that it fit oat a fifty-gun ship 

for the defense of its coasts, but this proposal was argued 

down. Henry Laurens, one of the leaders of the resistance 

movement, spoke for the opposition. He considered the idea 

of a ship for coastal defense to be one born out of "fear and 
13 

zeal in a deleriuro." However? in August the Charlestown 

Committee of Safety heard of the approach toward Savannah of 

a British supply ship loaded with gunpowder. Fearing that 
11 
Collections of the Maine Historical Society, VI, 132, 

cited in~AlTeh, A Naval Histor£ of "the"American "Revolution, 
I, 12. " ~ 12 

'Clark, 1'iaval Documents of the American Revolution, I, 
613, 

13 ibid., pp. 628-629, 



this powder was intended for the loyalists and Indians in 

South Carolina and Georgia, the committee armed a schooner# 

intercepted the ship, and captured most of its cargo.^ On 

July 6, 1775„ Pennsylvania authorized the building of row-

15 
galleys to defend the Delaware River. These galleys were 

3 €5 

not constructed until the fall. "; 

By the fall of 1775, not only were there several ir-

regular colonial naval forces in operation, but also the 

colonial resistance movement had become nearly a full-scale 

rebellion. Sufficient coirtmitment was lacking on the part of 

the rebellious colonies to continental government for Congress 

to organize a continental n a v y at this time. There was a 

certain degree of unity b e t w e e n the colonies by the summer 

of 1775, as the continuation of the Continental Congress and 

the growth of the Continental Army during that period show, 

but a navy needed a much stronger national government to sup-

port it than an army did. To a greater extent than an 

eighteenth century army, a navy depended upon a specialized 

industry and a great deal of manufactured goods-—almost all 

" ^ V i l l i a r a Henry Drayton, Memoirs of the American Revolu-
tion , 2 vols, (Charleston, S. C., 1820), I, 30T?T. 

•̂ "fclark, Maval Documents of the American Revolution, I, 
903. " "" " ~ ~~ ~ " 

1 f 
\7ohn Adams, Diary of John Adama, Vol. 11 of Diary and 

Autobiography of John Adaytta, odited" by L. H. Butter field, 
% vol's. (Cambridge, Mass. , 1964), p, 214. 
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of \v'licit would be almost impossible to acquire without funds. 

The a nvy, moreover, was cons true ted from colonial militias, 

already existent institutions. A navy, the irregular 

colonial navies notwithstanding, would have to be created 

from scratch. 

Sufficient cowmitsaent to the continental, government 

would aot cone while the colonies were still ready to accept 

some sort of conciliation with Great Britain rather than 

press for independence, as they were through 1775. Congress 

reflected its reticence to break all ties with Great Britain 

in its reaction to Benjamin Franklin's "Articles of Confeder-

ation and Perpetual Union,1' when he showed, this document to 

certain members early in the summer. Thomas Jefferson re-

corded the general reaction to this plan. 

. » . lie shewed it to others. Sorae thought as I 
did and were for it but others were revolted by 
it. '»ve found that it could not be passed and 
the proposing it to Congress a;? the subject for 
any vote whatever would startle many members so 
much that they would suspect we had lost sight 
of reconciliation with Great Britain, . . 

John .Mams remarked of this -period that the "vast Machine1' of 

the United Colonies as yet was "barely functioning. '!^° When 

1 7 
" Julian Boyd, editor, Tha Papers of Thomas Jefferson, 

17 vols, (Princeton, 19S2-33dST» jf,'3f2-J7lV ~ — 
ioJohn Mans to :*o»ea Gill, June 10, 1775, Letters of 

Members of Continental Congress, edited by Edmund Burnett, 
§" vols 7 , ̂ 952"^$3(<T#. I* 116-118. (Dereafter 
cited as Lettern of Members.) 
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these circumstances are taken into consideration it is not 

surprising that the continental assembly did not create a 

navy. 

Despite Congress' reticence concerning the creation of 

a navy# an intercolonial navy of sorts did come into exis-

tence during the fall of 1775. George Washington raised a 

small squadron of amed ships that became known as "Washing-

ton's Nfavy." The general raised this force with neither aid 

nor urging from Congress but because he found it expedient 

to have it.^ 

The Continental limy lay before Boston, badly in need 

of supplies and low in spirit. Washington recognized that 

the creation of a small naval force could provide an answer 

to the problems of supplies and morale and be of value to 

him in the sieqe of Boston as well, .accordingly, he began 

to arm a few sn>all vessels. He informed Congress of his work 

only after he had actually created the fleet. 

I have given orders for the Equipment of some 
Armed Vessels to Intercept the Enemy's Supplies 
of Provision and Ammunition. Nothing shall be 
©Emitted to secure Success; a fortunate Capture 
of an Ordinance Ship would give new Life to the 
Camp and an immediate turn to the issue of this 
Campaign.20 

19 
'William Bell Clark, George Washington's Navy (Baton 

Rouge, 1960). This small book tells the story of this fleet. 
20 
"Washington to the President of Congress, October 2, 

1775, John C. Fitzpatrick, editor, Writings-of George 
Washington, 39 vols. (Washington, 1931-1944)" IV,' 2¥7 
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The General used whatever ships were at hand and obtained 

21 

crews for them by calling for volunteers from his regiments. 

The first ship to be armed and equipped was a small, rented 

schooner, the Hannah. Washington ordered this ship to sea 
?2 

on September 2, 1775.~ The career of this first vessel was 

Ingloriously short. Three days after receiving his orders, 

Captain Nicholas Broughton ran the ship aground to avoid 
23 

capture by pursuing British icien-of-war. Washington, how-

ever, did not let this failure discourage him from forming a 

naval force. On October 4, he ordered Colonel John Glover 

of the Massachusetts militia and Stephen Moylan from his own 

staff to procure two schooners, "prime sailers," a m them as 

quickly as possible, and send them out to "cut off enemy 

24 
supplies. I-Ie also authorized these tv/o officers to appoint 
prize agents in the principal ports of Hew England to see to 

the supplying of these vessels and the disposition of their 

25 
prizes. 

21 
Ibid. 

22 
"Instructions to Captain Nicholas Broughton, Septem-

ber 2, 1775, Writings of Washington, III, 467-463. 
23 
Clark, George Washington's Navy, pp. 12-14. 

24 
Instructions to Colonel John Glover and Stephen Moylan, 

October 4, 1775, Writings of Washington, IV, 6-7. 
25Ibid., p. 7. 
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Through the diligent work of both himself and his 

appointed subordinates, the General's navy grew in sise. By 

the end of November he could report to Richard Henry Lee that 

he had "fitted out six ships, two [of which] are upon the 

Cruize directed by Congress? the rest [of which] ply about 
c 

Cape Cod and Cape Ann."'6 Although Washington confessed in 

the same letter that his navy was "as of yet of little pur-

pose ," it had begun achieving notable success even as he 

wrote. In the last week of November, array captain John 

Manly made the most successful cruise ever taken by the array's 

fleet. On the 24th of November, he captured an ordnance 

snip, the :jancy. By any definition this ship was a valuable 

prise. Tt carried a cargo of two thousand muskets, thirty-

one tons of musket shot, and great quantities of other 
27 

military supplies, including badly-needed gunpowder. The 

capture of this ship was more than a boon to the Continental 

28 

Amy" it was also a serious loss to the British. This 

single caoture alone proved the value a navy might have to 

the colonies. 

^Washington to Richard Henry Lee, November 27, 1775, 
ibid., p. 117. 

71 
Washington to the President of Congress, November 30, 

1775, ibir?., 139; Clark, Washington's Havy, p. 70. 
*» Q 
" Allen, Bav«I Ifistorjr of the American Revolution, I, 
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As the siege of Boston continued into 1776, Washington's 

navy continued to be successful and to increase in size. In 

a letter to John Hancock, written early in December, Washing-

ton estimated that his flotilla had captured prizes and prise 

goods amounting to approximately wCl5,000 market value.29 In 

January, 1776, the fleet had become so large that he appointed 

John Manly Commodore and gave to him the responsibility of 

30 

carmcf for the fleet. 

While the Continental Army's fleet expanded in size, the 

general tempo of the war at sea was increasing. Ships from 

the state navies, as well as from Washington's fleet, roamed 
3 J 

the "Jew England coast harrying British shipping. " This 

activity did not go unnoticed by the British. British Rear 

Admiral -lolynaaux Shuldham, who had just assumed command of 

British naval operations in North America, reported in his 

first dispatch to the Earl of Sandwich; 
Your lordship will be surprized and concerned to 
learn how fast the armed vessels of the rebels 
have multiplied . . . and how many of our store-
ships and victualers have been taken, and how 
successfully they have defeated all our force, 
vigilance, and attention by their artifices. 

29 
Washington to the President of Congress, December 5, 

1775, Writings of Washington, IV, 149. 
30 
Washington to Commodore John Manly, January 28, 1775, 

ijbid. f p. 204. 
31 
Allen, A W'aval History of the American Revolution, I, 

69. ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ — 

3? 
"Barnes and Owens, editors, Private Papers of John, 

Earl of Sandwich, II, 104, cited in "ATleln / A Naval"History 
of~The*"*Mierrcan"Fcevoiution, I, 69. ~~ ~ 



Despite the surprising success of the irregular American 

naval forces, the naval situation was not entirely satis-

factory to the Americans. From its beginning, Washington's 

navy was a source of trouble to him. The crews were generally 

33 

undisciplined and often unruly.' In November, 1775, the 

crew of the torigantine Washington mutinied. The Army's prize 

agent at Plymouth., William Watson, wrote to Washington con-

cerning this affair. 
The people aboard the Brigantine Washington are, 
In general, discontented. . . . They say that 
they Inlisted [sic] to serve in the Army, and 
not as Marines." . . I am very apprehensive 
that little is to be expected from Fellows drawn 
promiscuously from the Army for this business.34 

Despite its troubles, Washington's naval force remained 

the only naval force which could be considered 'national1 in 

any sense until the end of 1776. Through late 1775 and most 

of 1776 Congress, still hopeful of conciliation, did not make 

any decision concerning the creation of a continental navy. 

However, there was a movement growing among certain of the 

American patriots calling for the creation of just such a 

navy. 

Most of the earliest proponents of a national navy came 

from New England. John Adams was probably the first important 

13 
~ Washington to the Owners of the Ship Unity, September 5, 

1775, Writings of Washington, III, 513. 

"̂ •'Jilliam Watson to Washington, November [n.d.] 1775, 
ibid., IV, note 106. 
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person to consider its creation. In his notes of questions 

that he assumed would be considered, by the Second. Continental 

Congress, written before its convening, he speculated upon 

35 

some tax plan, to support a .navy; obviously, he had already 

arrived at the conclusion that the Congress would find a 

navy necessary. 

Maras was not the only early proponent of a navy among 

the New England patriots. In the summer of 1775, James Warren 

corresponded with Adans concerning the size of navy which the 

United Colonies would need. Warren suggested that it would 

be very good if the Continental Congress had as many as forty 
36 

"very good goxng sloops# with from 10 to 16 guns each." 

It will be remembered that the resolution for a conti-

nental navy had been introduced to Congress by Rhode Island. 

That colony probably developed the idea without any prompting 

from Massachusetts, the colony of Adams and Warren. As early 

as June,, 1775, tne Governor of Rhode Island wrote to the 

Congress of Massachusetts urging cooperation between the two 
XI 

colonies on the matter of coastal defense." Only one non-

Mew fJnq lander, Christopher Gadsden, the firebrand from South 
"jer, 
'"Adams, Diary and a.utobioqraohy of John Adams, 21, 145-

14b. ™ "** " "" "™" • - — 
3 
°James Warren to John Adams, July 11, 1775, C. O. 

Psuilin, editor, The Warren-Adams Letters, 2 vols. (Boston, 
1918), 1, 82. — — 

17 
Governor Cooke to the Massachusetts Congress, June 27, 

1775, American Archives, 4th Series, II, 118. 
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Carolina, was identified with the movement for a navy before 

38 

introduction of the Rhode Island resolution."' 

The reaction to the Rhode Island resolution and the 

general idea of a navy in Congress in the days following that 

resolution's first introduction verified that the support for 

a navy existed chiefly among Hew Englanders and radicals from 
30 

other sections."'" Edward Rutledge of Virginia vociferously 

opposed the idea and called it "'the most wild, visionary 

project ever imagined.® He warned that it would not aid the 

American protest movement but rather would "completely ruin 

American commerce." For the colonies to oppose Great Britain 

on the seas, he warnad, was like "an Infant . . . taking a 
40 

mad bull by the horns."' Pennsylvania's Nathaniel Ross 

stood against the creation of a navy because he doubted that 

Congress could procure the seamen necessary to man it. To 

prove his point he referred to Pennsylvania's problems with 

its navy. "We [Pennsylvania] cant get seamen to man 4 

vessalls. We [Continental Congress] could not get Seamen to 
41 

rnann our Boats, our Gallies." Samuel Zubly of Georgia 

feared that the creation of a sea force by the colonies would 38 
James Warren to John Adams, July 11, 1775, Warren-

Adams Letters, I, 81. 
O Q 

John Adams, K-totes of Debates," Journals, III, 471-
503. Adams records the arguments that Tacedf Congress during 
this period—including those concerned with the creation of 
a navy. 

40Ibid., p. 483. 41Ibid., pp. 485-486. 
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be considered a direct affront by Great Britain and there-

42 

fore would cause unnecessary escalation of the war. Many 

delegates from the colonies to the south of Sew England 

doubted that a continental navy would help anyone but New 

England. John Adams recorded their complaints in a letter 

to James Warren. 
all the Trade of Pennsylvania, the Lower Counties 
in a Great Part of Maryland and N. Jersey Sails 
in between the Capes of Delaware Bay . . . If a 
.strong Fleet should be posted in that Bay by the 
British [they argue] . . . it might obstruct all 
the Trade of this River. Further, the Trade of 
Virginia and the rest of Maryland Floats into the 
Chesapeak Bay . . . where a British Fleet might 
stop all. . . . They agree that a Fleet would 
protect and secure the Trade of Hew England but 
deny it would that of the Southern C o l o n i e s . ^ 3 

Samuel Chase of Maryland heartily approved of the creation 

of a continental navy, but his argument had no compelling 

logic behind it. "It is the maddest idea in the world," he 

said, "to think of building an American fleet; its latitude 

is wonderful; we should mortgage the whole Continent to sup-

44 

port i t . A s long as only Mew Englanders and a few radi-

cals supported the idea of a navy, it would not bo created. 

Despite the criticism offered by the more conservative 

elements in Congress and the continued postponement of the 

42 
Ibid. 

4 3 

John Adams to James barren, October 19, 1775, Letters 
of Members, I, 235-236. 

44 
Adams, 'Notes of Debates," Journals, III, 483. 
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Rhode Island resolution, the advocates of a navy did not give 

up. They hammered on the fact that the United Colonies 

needed a navy. One advocate called on both history and 

practicality to justify creation of a continental fleet, 

tfhy should not America have a Navy? Ho maritime 
Power, near the Sea Coast, can be safe without it. 
It is no Chimaera. The Romans suddenly built one 
in their Carthaginian ftar. Why may we not lay a 
Foundation for it. We abound with Furs, iron ore, 
Tar, Pitch, Turpentine, We have all the materials 
for the construction of a Navy.45 

Congress' worry over American trade throughout the fall 

of 1776 made reference to the need for a navy easy, and the 

navy advocates exploited every chance to expound upon the 

need for and the feasibility of a navy. In one debate over 

the feasibility of closing American ports to British trade, 

Gadsden of South Carolina managed to inject into the argument 

his views concerning a navy. As was the case with Chase's 

speech, Gadsden's speech had a certain illogic about it. 

I have argued for the shutting of them [American 
ports] untill We hear the Event of our Petition 
to the King, and longer untill the Congress shall 
determine otherwise. I am for a JIavy too, and I 
think that shutting our Ports for a time will 
help us to a Navy. If we leave our Ports alone, 
warm Mon will have their ships seized.^6 

The oratorical logic of sorae of the navy advocates notwith-

standing, their cause began gaining support. The determining 

45Ibid., p. 485. 46Ibid., p. 501. 
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factor which made a navy seem more feasible was the deteriora-

tion of relations between the colonies and Great Britain that 

began taking place during that period. 

Royal Governor Lord Thomas Dunmore of Virginia began 

ordering attacks on the coastal settlements on the Chesapeake 

Bay. As a result of these depredations,, heretofore lukewarm 

southern delegates, such as Samuel Zubly of Georgia and 

Richard Henry Lee of Virginia, began to favor the concept 

of a continental navy. 

On October 5, the delegates at Philadelphia learned of 

the British dispatch of ships to Canada "laden with arms and 

powder." Certain that this powder was intended for use 

against themselves, the Americans resolved the arming of two 

ships. Thus at least a temporary victory was gained by the 

navy advocates.^® 

On October 11 Congress received word of the King's re-
. 4 9 

section of the Olive Branch Petition. This news demolished 

nearly all of Congress' hopes for peace. Samuel Ward wrote 

to his brother that day concerning Congress' attitude: 

i!. . . all hopes of a speedy reconciliation are given over, 

and we unanimously determine to push the war with greatest 

^IbiJ. , p. 486. ^"journals, III, 275. 

49 
* Edmund C. Burnett, The Continental Congress (New York, 

1941) , p. 115. " " " , 
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KQ 

vigor."" The next day Xubly declared that the establishment 

of a navy was imperative. Curiously, he advocated its estab-

lishment on the same basis that Southern delegates earlier 

had used to protest against a navy: tha vulnerability of 

Southern and Middle Colony coasts* 
Twenty men-of-war may block up the harbor of Hew 
York, Delaware River, Chesapeake Bay, the Carolinas, 
and Georgia. Whether or not we can raise a navy 
is an important question. . . , (T]o carry on the 
war we must have a navy. 

Nineteen days after the reception of the stunning news from 

England, Congress resolved to arm two more vessels "for the 

52 

protection and defense of the United Colonies.M Congress 

increased the membership of the comraittee originally appointed 

to oversee the resolution from three to seven members. The 

original members were Silas Deane of Connecticut, Samuel 

Langdon of Hew Hampshire, and Christopher Gadsden of South 

Carolina. To this cocanittee Congress now added John Adorns 

of Massachusetts, Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island, Richard 
53 

Henry Lee of Virginia, and Joseph Hewes of North Carolina. 

Although the task of the tfaval Committee was only to care for 

a supposedly temporary naval force, it effectually created 
KQ 

Samuel Warren to Joseph warren, October 11, 1775, 
Letters of Members, I, 302. 

Adams, "Notes of Debatesf" Journals, III, 491. 

52Journals, III, 311-312. 53Ibid. 
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the nucleus of the Continental Savy. Following the creation 

of this conuriittiie, the no-longer reluctant patriots continued 

to build their naval establishment. On November 2 Congress 

authorised the Naval Committee to commission officers and 

54 
enlist seamen for its ships. Eight days later the con™ 

jK f-

tinental assembly created a Marine Corps. 

On November 25 a further stop toward institution of a 

Wavy was taken; Congress authorized the licensing of priva-

teers by the state governments and authorized state and 

continental privateers to attack all British shipping; 

specific permission was no longer needed. This action was 

taken in reaction to the rumors that the Royal Navy had 
56 

orders to burn all towns in rebellion. There were never 

such orders, but Congress reacted to these rumors as though 

they were true. 

The Naval Committee did not remain inactive during this 

flurry of activity by Congress. In November it purchased 

four ships to be converted into men-of-war. These ships were 

named the Cabot, the Columbus, the Alfred, and the Andrea 

57 

Doria. ' On the same day that Congress passed the resolution 

allowing the licensing of privateers, the Naval Committee 
C/t EJK 
"ibid., p. 316. Ibid., p. 348. 

jGIbid., pp. 371-375. 
57 
Adams, Autobiography, Til, Diary and Autobiography, 

530, 
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asked John Mams to draw up a set of rules and regulations 

58 
for their sea force." ' Adams complied with this request, 

and on floveaber 28, Congress accepted his "Rules for the 

19 

Regulation of the iiavy of the United Colonies." 

In December Congress continued this drive to create a 

navy. On the eleventh it again took up consideration of the 

Rhode Island resolution for a naval defense force. This time 

it appointed a committee of thirteen delegates, one from each 

colony, to consider "ways and means for furnishing these 

colonies with a naval a r m a m e n t . T w o days later this com-

mittee made its report. On consideration of its recommendations 
6 X 

Congress ordered the building of thirteen frigates. On the 

next day, December 14, Congress appointed a committee of 

thirteen to oversee the construction of these frigates. This 

committee was to become known as the Marine Committee. Its 

membership was almost identical to that of the committee of 
co 59 
Ibid., p. 346. Journals, III, 378-387. 

G0Ibid., pp. 425-426. This committee consisted of 
Josiah Bartlett of Mew Hampshire, John Mams of Massachusetts, 
Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island, Silas Deane of Connecticut, 
Francis Lewis of New York, Stephen Crane of Mew Jersey, George 
Read of Delaware,. Robert Horris of Pennsylvania, Samuel Chase 
of Maryland, Richard Henry Lee of Virginia, Joseph Hewes of 
North Carolina, Christopher Gadsden of South Carolina, and 
William Paca of Georgia. 

61Ibid., p. 428. 
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6's 

December 11.'*" Just: why Congress gave this duty of super-

vision to a new committee of thirteen rather than the "aval 

Committee is nowhere explicitly explained? probably it was 

to satisfy the principle of representation of each of the 

colonies. 

On December 22 Congress instructed the tJaval Committee 
f- '5 

to equip its fleet in preparation for receiving orders. 

This order led to the actual commissioning of the first units 

of the uavy. Approximately three weeks later. Lieutenant 

John Paul Jones raised the rattlesnake flag aboard the Alfred, 

the flagship of the squadron raised by the Naval Committee.3 

This brief ceremony of co;.ranissioning the Alfred marked the 

creation of the Continental H'avy* 

The Continental Navy was fated to perform only mediocre 

service for Congress and the United States. The continental 

government was able to create only a very small fleet. Of 

course even a siaall fleet could have accomplished a great 

deal, but the American navy was never to have the necessary 

strategic direction for success. f 7 
""Ibid., John Adams and William Paca were the only mem-

bers of"the original committee not to serve on the Marine 
Committee. Adams' place was taken by John Hancock and Paca's 
place was taken by John Houston. 

b3Ibid. p. 444. 

°'*Mlen, A :javal History of the American Revolution, I, 
92-93. - •- ~~~ 



Congress, when it created the Continental Wavy, had only 

a very loose conception of naval strategy. It envisioned, the 

Continental .'lavv as acting in soiae manner to defend the 

American coast and American shipping but it did not make its 

thoughts clearer than that. If the original proponents of a 

continental navy had thought much about the potentials and 

possibilities for their navy, they would have realized that 

it could never be effective as a purely defensive force. The 

long coastline of the thirteen colonies would, have been dif-

ficult for a much larger navy than the Continental 'Iavy to 

defend. The American navy could have given protection to 

American shipping in an indirect manner: had it been used on 

raids ors other rmrts of the. Empire and in concerted prize 

cruises in areas where American privateers would, not nave 

dared to do, it would have caused the British navy to spread 

its own war vessels throughout the Empire, thus making that 

navy's concentration off the American coast impossible. But, 

either because of general confusion during the last months 

of 1775 or because of simple ignorance of naval strategy, no 

one in Congress seems to have nade this reasoning. Strategy 

for the navy remained to be defined when it came into exis-

tence. This failure to define the role of the navy would be 

repeated by its own executives to fatal effect. 

The Continental llavy's fate notwithstanding, the very 

fact that it had been created ><ras* important. By creation of 
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a national navy, the colonists demonstrated not only that 

they were determined to resist Great Britain, but also that 

they were going to remain united--this determination would 

eventually result in creation of the United States under a 

relatively strong federal constitution. 

The members of Congress probably did not recognize that 

their creation of a continental navy was a step toward the 

creation of a federal nation, but they do seem to have recog-

nized the significance of their creation of a navy as far as 

resistance to Great Britain was concerned, Joseph Hewes of 

North Carolina wrote to a friend in November of 1776: 

Several other matters which together with so<ne 
Ships and vessels that are fitting out at the 
Charge of the Continent will enhance our expenses 
amazingly, fay which you may -judge we have but 
little expectation of a reconciliation.65 

65 
"Joseph Bewes to Samuel Johnson, November 9, 1775, 

Letters of Members, I, 251. 
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W m $ E COMMITTEE !•< DM 1HI ST 3AT I OH AMD 

ROBERT MORRIS 

Congress assigned the duties of naval administration to 

the Marine Committee rather than the older >iaval Committee. 

The older organ was allowed to disappear from the scene 

quietly. Congress gave it its last assignment in January, 

1776; the committee was to direct the squadron it had raised 

upon any mission, which it felt was needed and feasible.^ In 

feptember, Conqress ordered the rJaval Committee accounts 

2 , . 

transferred to the Marine Coraraittee. Assignment of adminis-

trative duties of the younger body probably seemed logical. 

The iarine Committee, containing one member from each of the 

colonies, was a more representative body than the Naval Com-

mittee. Moreover, by 1776 there were only three members left 

on the ft aval Committee and all three were also members of the 

Marine Committee,"" 

•The duties of naval administration were conferred upon 

the Marine Committee in a desultory manner. Originally the 

1Journals, IV, 90. 2lbid., V, 783-784. 

3Ibld., p. 838: VI, 1064. 

27 
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comr-dttee had only the assignment to build the thirteen 

frigates authorized by the heoeintoer 14, 1775, resolution of 

Congress. In JVnril Conqres:; eupowered the co? omit tee to choose 

Continental Agents for ^jiericaa ports; these officials would. 

4 

handle; the local administrative duties of the riavy. ' During 

the first half of 1776,, the coiiimittee was upon several 
5 

occasions authorized to purchase vessels for the Navy. 

Congress never fiorraally assigned the duty of directing ship 

operations? but by September the Marine Committee v/as exar-
S 

cising this responsibility. 

The "ferine Committee v/as an historically significant 

institution. That Congress picked a committee from its own 

membership to attend to naval affairs indicates the contem-

porary colonial conception of what form the central government 

should take, and of what relationship it should hear to the 

colonies. Unfortunately, despite the validity the Marine 

Committee had as a historically representative body, it showed 

itself to be inefficient very early in its administration. 

The committee assigned the construction of the thirteen 

frigates, the first duty assigned to it by Congress, to 

various colonies according to their shipbuilding capacities. 4Ibid. , XV, 289, bIbifll. , pp. 201, 238, 592. 

$ 
"The official records of the tarine Coiiimittee begin in 

August of 1776. C. O. Paullin, editor, Out-Letters of the 
Continental Marine Committee and Bc^rd of"adrairilty, 1 Vols, 
f lew York7 "l^TTFT* TTiereafter citea a*3 the Outletters.) 
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The colonies in turn appointed "frigate committees'1 to do the 

7 

actual building of the ships.' 

In too many instances, the Marine Committee failed to 

provide the necessary supplies to the frigate committees. 

The two frigates built by Massachusetts, the Boston and the 

Hancock, were both launched before midsummer of 1776, but for 

lack of cannon they could not be commissioned for several 

months. William Whipple, a Massachusetts delegate to 

Congress not on the Marine Committee, charged that the cannon 

shortage was due to that body's negligence. 
It grieved trie that the frigates cannot be got 
to sea, which 1 aw sensible they might before 
this had proper attention been paid to the cannon 
in season. I have been a long time endeavoring 
to draw the attention of the Marine Committee to„ 
the regulation of the "davy, but without success." 

This charge was not the only one leveled against the committee. 

In the fall of 1776, Jo-'iah Bartiett, a member of the Marine 

Corard ttee, wrote that the armament problem of the New 

Hampshire frigate cosmittee would have gone untended had it 

not been for the industry of a single raember of the Marine 
o 

Cowmxttee, Rooert Morris." 'i-fte committee showed signs of 

negligence in areas besides that of supply. 

7 
Mi. V. Brewington, "'Design of Our First Frigates/3 The 

American Neptune, VIII (1947), 11-20, 

8 
William Whipple to .John Langdon, July 8, 1776, Letters 

of MoBtJjers, II, 5. 
Q 
"Jos.tah Bartlett to John Langdon, October 7, 1776, 

ibid. , r>. 117. 
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On ;\pril 17, 1776, Congress resolved that the Marine 

1 0 

Committee should choose continental .agents for the navy. 

These agents -were to be the extremely important local admin-

istrators for the navy. They would handle the sale of ships 

and goods captured by the Continental ships and act as dis-

bursing and supply agents for the fleet. Moreover, they 

would supervise importation and exportation of goods for the 

Secret Committee of Coiwaerce and its successors.The com-

mittee dutifully submitted to Congress a list of ten 
12 

appointees on April 23. Then, however, the committee 

failed to supervise these agents properly. 

John Bradford was appointed agent for Massachusetts. 

As late as July the committee had yet to send him official 

notification of his appointment,. Because he lacked this 

notification, Bradford could not draw funds from the loan 

office in Boston. Be wrote of his plight to Robert Morris, 

vice chairman of the committee: '1 have great occasion for 

money, seeing no prospect of getting any out of the State 
1 o 
^Journals, IV, 289. 

^Outletters, I, 52. This is a commission to another 
continental agent (not one of the first ten) but it can be 
assiuaec! that the first agents had the same duties. 

^" Journals , IV, 301. 
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13 

.Agencies for want, of ay commission.This failure to 

follow through on Bradford* s appointment was especially 

serious? Boston was a major port, 

The continental agents as a whole acted only slowly in 

their disposition of prizes. This slowness infuriated navy 

officers; seamen were loath to serve in the navy when their 

shares of prize money were so slow forthcoming. The officers 

complained constantly of this slowness on the part of the 

agents to members of the co-mmittoe and other mesibers of 

Congress.14 There is no record of any reaction to this prob-

lem on the part of the coramittoe. 
IS 

The Marine Committee1s direction of strategy was poor. 

The committee gave the navy essentially two duties: supply 

procurement and protection of American cojnmerce. Completely 

accurate records are lacking, but several ships, including 
John Bradford to Robert Morris, July 16, 1776, Corre-

spondence of Robert Morris, reel XII of Papers of Robert 
Morris, 1776-1820, 12 reels (Library of Congress, Miarofilm, 
1967) Cn.p.]. (Hereafter cited as Correspondence of Robert 
Morris.) 

14John Paul Jones to the -Marine Committee, July 21, 
1777, Letters of John Hancock and Miscellaneous Papers, Item 
58, Papers of Continental Congress (Microcopy 247) (Library 
of Congress, Washington, 1957); Samuel E. "torison, John Paul 
Jones (Mew York, 1964), p, 94. 

Before September of 1776 Congress allowed the Secret 
Committee of Correspondence to direct Continental vessels on 
supply cruises. Beginning in that month, however, the Secret 
Committee had to direct its requests for vessels through the 
Marina Committee. Journals, IV, 423, 592? Outletters, I, 10. 
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the Lexington, Hornet, /xosguito^ Andrea Ooria, Independence, 

and Sachem were sent on one or raore missions each to the West 

Indies during the fall of 1776. rae coancaittee allowed these 

ships to take prizes while in transit, but it carefully 

instructed them to remember that the procurement of supplies 

was their first iuty. Other ships, including the Fl£ and 

Was|>, and when they were commissioned? the frigates Boston, 

Hancock, and barren, were ordered on short cruises along the 

/rue ri can coast to protect American shipping from Harassment 

If 

r>y British privateers and small navy vessels." 

The flarine Committee strategy tfith respect to coastal 

cruises deserves criticise; it was poor planning. The Con-

tinental y?avy was far too small to protect all American 

shipping, ivhe main result of its attempts to do this was the 

disperstHiient of vjnat force it did have. There was a better 

way to utilise the ahipss of the Continental Havy-—one which 

also would have helped relieve American shipping of the menace 

of the British Mavy. In 1776 British shipping was especially 

vulnerable to attack by American sea forces. Even on the 

short cruises ordered by the contra ittee and Coxmo&ore Hopkins 

on his own authority,- navy vessels captured some sixty 

1 7 
prizes." A concerted effort at prise cruising would have 

^'ibicL , pp. 3-52. 

I 7 
Allen, Naval Historjr of the American Revolution, I, 

133. ~ — ~~~ 



forced the British to use their naval vessels to protect 

British shipping, to even better use of the F«avy would have 

been to send its units on joint expeditions to unprotected 

parts of the British Empire. Such expeditions would have 

forced the dispersal of units of the Royal Navy throughout 

18 

the Empire.'u Very probably the Marine Committee ordered 

coastal patrols for one reason; members of Congress whose 

colonies * coasts were under British harassment appealed for 
3 9 

such operations, ' It would have been, to the best interests 

of the navy had the Marine C.'osniruttee possessed enough strate-

gic aptitude to resist these demands. 

In nearly all of Its operations the Marine Committee 

performed poorly. It failed to keep track of supplies; it 

failed to keep watch on local administrative units; in opera-

tional strategy It contented itself with ordering what ships 

it could spare fros the crucial supply missions on wasteful 

coastal patrols. 

.Explanation for the committee*a poor performance may be 

found in its very structure. Marine Committee members were 
18 
'Phis is also the view of prominent naval historians: 

Charles 0. Paullin, "Classes of Operations of the Continental 
Havy of the American Revolution, " United States llaval Insti-
tute Proceedings, XXXII (1937), 153 -T627 HoH"son ;~JoKn~ PaiiT 
Jones', "xxi'i • x.iv7 

19 
Jaiaes Curtis Ballarch, editor* The Letters of Richard 

Henrx Lee, 2 vols. (Hew York, 1914), 117 T8B*~TS6f'"?foHiofi7~ 
JoKrl Paul Jones, p. 65* 
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Congressmen; their first concern had to be the representation 

of their respective electorates in Congress. Moreover, be-

cause Congress took upon itself all the duties of central 

administration,, the committee members were saddled with many 

other duties besides care of naval affairs. Collectively, 

the thirteen original members held 133 positions on committees 

20 

of major and minor importance. Even considering that the 

majority of these appointments were on temporary committees, 

they nevertheless represented a large burden. 

The burden which multiple duties imposed upon Marine 

Committee members can be seen in the case of the committee's 

chairman, John Hancock. Not only was Hancock chairman of the 

Marine Committee, he was also president of Congress. Hancock's 

attempts to meet his obligations as president ruinously im-

paired Marine Committee operations, Josiah Bartlett, writing 

to John Langdon in October, 1776, complained of Hancock's 

constant absences in committee meetings. "I sincerely wish 

that he did not belong to the Marine Committee but would 

Confine himself to the affairs of Congress which is Business 
21 

abundantly sufficient for one man,<! Bartlett wrote. * 

The Congressional nature of the coramittoe prevented 

growth of expertise on the part of its members. The constant 
20Journals, III, 319-351. 

PI 
Josiah Bartlett to John Langdon, October 7, 1776, 

Letters of Members, II, 117 -
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changing of representations in Congress meant a constant 

shuffle of committee members. Also, committee members con-

tinually resigned from the committee for other reasons. In 

1776 alone,, the thirteen places on the committee were held 

22 

by no less than twenty-two different members of Congress. 

Moreover, the fact that the members were chosen,, not on the 

basis of their knowledge of naval and maritime matters, but 

for their representative nature—one member from each state-

certainly contributed to the lowering of efficiency. 

Certain contemporary observers of the navy's situation 

not only noticed the committee1s inefficiency but also 

identified the basic problem,. William Whipple, in his letter 

to John Langdon complaining about the difficulties of arming 

the Hancock and the Boston, summed up his complaint declar-
ing that "the present establishment certainly needs amendment. 

Eldbridge Gerry advocated that the navy be directed by a 

board of admiralty, a commission of persons knowledgeable in 

naval affairs and not members of Congress, rather than a 

24 . 
congressional committee. " Manuel Chase concurred with the 

77 
Journals, IV, 1065. During its existence, the Marine 

Committee had"a total of 65 changes in membership. Ibid., 
VI, 1065; IX. 1079; XII, 1276; XV, 1446. 

o ̂  
William Whipple to John Langdon, July S, 1776, Letters 

of Members, II, 5. 

^Eldbridge r.erry to Samuel Langdon, October 1, 1776, 
Letters of Members, IT, 5. 

,23 
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opinions of Gerry and Whipple. eTo.e Business of Congress/' 
# 

Chase wrote, "must foe placed in different hands. Distinct 
n is 

and precise departments ought to be established." 

The committee did contain at least one good administra-

tor, Robert Morris, nltnough .he is best known for his work 

in the area of financial administration, Morris also did much 
. . 26 

work xn naval administration. Indeed, the record of his 

contributions to naval administration during the committee 

i3@rio£f was outstanding. Before going into an account of 

Morris' performance in naval administration, it is necessary 

to study his background. Sot only did it influence his con-

tribution to the committee but also it was to have a direct 

effect upon the navy later in the navy's history. 

Morris had what too many of the members of the Marine 

Committee lacked—a capacity for and a knowledge of maritime 

27 

affairs. Before the war, as well as during its first years, 

Morris was junior partner in the Philadelphia shipping firm 

of Willing and Morris. The fira was not especially large 

before the war, but it did have mercantile connections, not 

only in the middle and southern colonies, but also in the 
25 
Samuel Chase to John Sullivan, December 27, 1776, 

ibid. , o., 185. 
The best study of Morris and his activities in the 

-•Revolution is Clarence L. Ver Steeg, Robert Morris: Revolu-
tionary Financier {Philadelphia, 195477 ' 

"'ibid., pp. 5-19. 
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^eat Indies and in Great Britain. Morris began in the firm 

as an apprentice? he did not inherit his partnership but 

earned it. 

Morris and bis senior partner in business, Thomas 

willing,, played significant roles in the growth of the inde-

pendence movement, both in Pennsylvania and in national 

politics, tfiey both were members of the Pennsylvania Com-

mittee of Safety. la 17715, Morris served as vice president 

of that body and contributed rrnch time and effort to Its 

work.4*1" ii?iie Philadelphia business partners also were impor-

tant members of the Pennsylvania delegation to the Continental 

Congress. Willing was one of the original members of the 

Secret Coiraaittee of Correspondence and iiorris was an original 
T>g 

member of the .Marines Committee."* Willing and .lorris also 

contributed to the war effort through their company. Milling 

and Morris ships carried the dispatches between Congress and 

its London agents during the last tumultuous months of 1775."" 

Willing and Morris sold the ship The Blacfc Prince to the 

iJaval Committeer which renamed it the Alfred? this ship was 

the flagship of the r-aval Committee's squadron and served the 

navy well for several years.""*" The partnership also raade 

903. 

7 o 
~ 'iiaval Docwaents of the Snericem Revolution, 7., 778, 

l> % A 
^' Journal3, IV, 1064. " ife.il'»• 1 1 1 > 368-

'* ̂ Tohn Jf "IcCuaksr,
 ,l!?he Tonnage of the Continental Ship, 

Alfred," Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Bioqraohy, XC 
(l96$j, 21$, 
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contracts to supply gunpowder to the Continental Congress-~ 

contracts, it might be added, wnich gave a good profit to the 

Philadelphia company,. 

In the first month of 1776,, Morris eclipsed Willing in 

the degree of service he rendered. Willing pleaded inability 

to attend. the night meetings of the Secret Committee of Corre-

spondence and. was excused from that body. Morris was ap-

pointed to represent Pennsylvania on that committee in his 

33 

place."" This appointment gave Morris membership on two of 

the Congress' standing committees and put him in a position 

of outstanding influence in its operations. 

Morris also served on several minor committees. In 

January, 1776, he accepted membership to a committee to 
34 

organize trade. In the same month he was appointed to a 
committee to consider the propriety of establishing a war 

35 

office. In March lie was chosen member of a committee to 

find ways and means of raising necessary supplies to defray 

the expenses of war for the present year over and above the 
36 

emission of the bills of credit., ; " This latter appointment 

was the first he held that dealt with national finance, the 

field in which he was destined to make his most outstanding 

contributions to his nation. 

32Journals, III, 253-255. JJlbid,, p. 423. 
% A 1 ft 

lb id., p. 65. Ibid., p. 63. 

3,5Ibid. , p. 694 , 
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Despite his heavy involvernent in other affairs, "lorrio 

found time to administer to Marine affairs on the local level, 

Pennsylvania, through the offices of its Committee of Safety, 

had been given the task of building four of the thirteen, 

frigates authorized by the previously-mentioned Congressional 

resolution of December 14, 1775. The Pennsylvania Committee 

of Safety in tarn gave the problem to Morris. He responded 

to the task with characteristic efficiency. Ho created "Tne 

Philadelphia Frigate Corrsraittee'1' to supervise the details of 

construction. The frigate committee consisted of twelve 

commissioners and Morris as chairman* Three commissioners 

were assigned to each frigate to be constructed? one commis-

sioner was to supervise the construction of the hull, one 

the procurement of nasts and armament, and one the procure-

ment of supplies. M. V. Brewington, in his article, "Design 

of Our First Frigates,1' credits Morris and his committee 

with remarkable efficiency in view of the tremendous shortages 

it faced. 

Although Morri-3 was one of the origin;?,! members of the 

Marine Committee, his name did riot become associated with the 

work of that comtaittee until late in the spring of 1776. This 

late appearance probably was causer! by his occupation with 

the Philadelphia Frigate Committee, as well as his many other 

Brewington, "Design of Our First Frigate3, , p. 19, 
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tasks. Once nis name did appear, however, it appeared ex-

tensively. 

Morris primarily becam associated with the cox®'«iittee" s 

ship procurement activities,, which included the purchasing 

of ships as well as the supervision of construction, V/ashincr-

ton once assured an samara©& correspondent; that he, the 

correspondent, did riqftc in buying a ship for the Marine 

38 

CoMSBittee because "&r. Korrin had asked for one." ' When the 

committee bought two galleys for the defense of the Delaware 

River, Kobert 'ralth recorcle-I i» his diary that it was ?4orri» 

who handled the transaction. In the aforementioned letter 

of Bradford's concerning his lack of a formal couwilssion, it 

was '"iorris to whom he wrote, and it was "Morris whow he later 
40 

thanked for clearing up the situation. When the Mew 

Hampshire Frigate Committee reported that it lacked cannon 

for it 3 frigate, the Raleigh, it was riorris who attempted to 
41 

procure trie weapons. 

George Washington to [n.n.] (n.d.], Writings of 
Washiii^tpzi,"v, 1024. This letter, or more properly,ISbte, 
appears" to have been written in late spring, 1776. 

Diary of Robert Smith, Letters of i-latabers, I, 411. 

*^John Bradford to Robert Morris, July 16, 1776, Corre-
spondence of Kobert Morris [n.p.J ? John Bradford to Robert 
Morris, August 11, 1776,, ibid. In.p. J . 

4^Josiaii Bartlett to John Langdon, October 1, 1776, 
Letters of Members, II, 117. 
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The importance that Morris casta to have In the Marin© 

Committee by the fail of 1776 can be inferred from an episode 

in the Secret Committee of Correspondence. In the early fall, 

Silas Deane, the American eosKaissioner to the court at 

Versailles, sent word that the French were going to send the 

United States approximately two million livree worth of badly 

needed supplies. The goods would be shipped under the front 

of bogus trading companies to che French West Indies. The 

Americans would then have to furnish ships to run the supplies 

into their own harbors. It was essential, whatever plana the 

Americans might snake, that the entire operation remain 

42 

secret. The imperative need for secrecy prompted the Secret 

Committee of Correspondence to make special plans for the 

reception of these shipments. usually in order to secure 

ships, or funds to charter ships, the committee needed 

Congressional approval, Mow, however, the coraadttee decided 

that it would use Morris to bypass Congress. 
Me are of the opinion that it is unnecessary to 
inform Congress of this intelligence at present 
because Mr. Morris belongs to all of the corarftit-
tees that can properly be employed in receiving 
and importing the expected supplies . . . and 
will influence tiie necessary measures for that 
purpose. . . .Mr. Morris will . . . apply to .̂  
the Marine Coirswittea to send . . . anaed ships. " 

42 
Memorandum in Secret Committee to Paris Commissloners, 

October 1, 1776, Francis Wharton, editor, Revolutionary 
Diplomatic Correspondence of the United States6 voXs. 
(Washington, m s H *1. T527 ~~~ " 

43Ibid. 
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Morris was Influential enough in the Marine Committee to be 

able to order ships on missions without much explanation. 

Despite -'lorrls* membership on the 'Marine Committee, the 

committee was inefficient. 7-,s long as the Marine Coofnr.ittee 

remained the executive of the inarine, tr»e efficiency of the 

Continental navy would be impaired iiwaeaaurably. 

In late fall, 1776, Congress made attempts to help the 

navy and its administration. The focus of congressional 

actions were to extend the offices of administration. In 

late Novesiber, Congress created ''a Board of Assistants to 

execute the business of the I3avy under the i-iarine Committee. 

This board, known as "The United States Wavy Board," was to 

consist of three members --aha were not members of Congress but 

knowledgeable in naval affairs. Presumably, it was to act 

as executor of the committee decisions. Also, it was to sit 

44 
in Philadelphia. 

Congress also created a navy office in Europe. In 

October it gave the Paris commissioners powers to appoint 

agents in continental ports of their own designation, to 

create a Court of Admiralty in Prance, and to direct naval 

45 
and privateering operations in European waters. 

^Journals, VI, 929, 

45Secret Committee to the Paris Commissioners, October 24, 
1776, Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence, II, 179-182. 
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The creation of the two new offices, the United States 

•Siavy Board and the Paris office, however, were not to have 

much effect upon the navy's situation in regard to adminis-

trative problems. The United States Navy Board was in 

essence a tactical board, but it was baaed in Philadelphia 

while the majority of the Continental Navy1 s ships arid 

offices were In Hew England, The board was too far away from 

its subordinate offices to be of ranch help either to them or 

46 

the Marine Committee. no navy ships on other than supply 

missions would visit European waters for the next two years 

and, despite John Paul Jones® episodes there, they would 

never be the scene of much American activity. Even had the 

offices been of immediate use, moreover, their creation still 

would not have changed the basic situation of the navy in 

regard to its executive; its executive was still tied in-

exorably to Congress, a fact which was to cause further 

trouble. In early December, when Congress left Philadelphia, 

the Marine Committee also deserted marine administration. 

But for the actions of v - l o r r i s at this point„ the navy might 

have suffered serious harm. 

By December, 1776, the Continental Array had suffered a 

successive string of defeats and had retreated from New York 

to Pennsylvania. Because of this, the mood of Congress was 
A £ 

Allen, A ft aval History of the American Revolution, I, 
37, 411. """" ' ~ "" - • — • 
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so dark that when it received word, on December 12, that the 

British intended a raid an Philadelphia, it adjourned immedi-

47 

ately and fled to Baltimore. The only provision made for 

taking care of administrative matters in Philadelphia was the 

granting to General Washington of permission to use all 
48 

powers necessary for "the operation of the war." Washington, 

of course, had his hands full with his army. Fortunately 

for the war effort, and for the operation of the navy in 

particular, Robert Morris stayed in Philadelphia and stepped 

into the administrative vacuum left by the fleeing Congress. 

On the night Congress left Philadelphia, Morris opened 

a letter from Washington addressed to the Marine Committee. 

Washington warned that if the British raided Philadelphia he 

could not supply troops to save either the town or the ships 

anchored in the Delaware above Philadelphia. Morris iiamedi-

ately began making the necessary arrangements to have as 

raany of the navy vessels as was possible fitted out for sea. 

Morris and the Mavy Board worked all night. Due to their 

quick and brave action (for all anyone knew, the British 

could have descended upon Philadelphia at any hour), the 

frigate Fandolph and the smaller shins Hornet, Security, and 

Fly were well on their way to sea by the next day. Morris 

also speeded up construction of the frigate Delaware, which 

was not quite ready to sail. He loaded that ship and several 
47Journals, VI, 1027. 48Ibid. 
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private merchantmen anchored in. Philadelphia harbor with 

government tobacco, which had been stored in warehouses, and 

prepared them for quick flight should British troops appear. 

He also had the frigates Washington and Effingham, both of 

which were not yet remotely ready for sea, towed further up 

4 €5 

the river from Philadelphia. 

While dealing with immediate naval problems, Morris 

found himself having to handle all the other executive 

affairs that Congress had abandoned in its flight to Baltimore. 

Morris chose to stay in Philadelphia and attend to these 

affairs. 
I have so many complaints and. aee so much con-
fusion from other quarters that I am obliged to 
advise in things not committed to me. Circum-
stanced as our affairs now are I conceive it 
better to take Libertys arid assume some powers 
than to let the General Interest suffer. 

On the same day that Morris wrote this letter to Hancock, 

the President of Congress, the continental sloop Independence 

arrived in Philadelphia with badly-needed army supplies. Al-

though the supplies were consigned to the Secret Committee of 

Correspondence, Morris immediately sent them to Washington's 

army. A few days later he informed Congress of this 

49 
'Robert Morris to the President of Congress, December 14, 

1776, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, 3 vols., Item 137, 
Papers of Continental Congress, III, appendix [n.p.]. 

50 
Robert Morris to the President of Congress, December 16, 

1776, ibid. 
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51 

unauthorized action and apologized for it. Congress was 

far from disgruntled with his actions? it instructed Morris 

to establish an executive committee in Philadelphia to con-

tinue caring for Continental business. This committee, 

known as The Philadelphia Committee, or the Executive Com-

mittee in future correspondence, was to consist of Morris as 

chairman and two other members, John Walton and George Clymer* 
52 

Walton and Clymer were also Pennsylvania members of Congress. 

Despite his vast duties, Morris found time to attend to 

Wavy affairs closely. As soon as a Continental Navy ship 

would arrive in Philadelphia with a cargo from the West Indies, 

he would have it unloaded and sent back either to the West 

Indies for another cargo or to Boston, a safe port. In the 

last week in December, when a British fleet blockaded the 

mouth of the Delaware, he began planning the best course to 

take in order to save the Continental ships in the harbor and 
53 

get there, out to sea. 

In his administration of naval affairs outside of the 

Philadelphia area, Morris cooperated closely with the Marine 51 
Robert Morris to the President of Congress, Decem-

ber 21, 1776, ibid. 
52 
John Hancock to Robert Morris, December 23, 1776, 

Letters of John Hancock and Miscellaneous Papers, Item 58, 
Papers of Continental Congress [n.p.]. 

5 3 
Robert Morris to the President of Congress, January 30, 

1776, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 137, Papers 
of Continental Congress, III, appendix [n.p.]. 
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Committee, which was now meeting in Baltimore. In the orders 

he sent to ships outside of his own immediate area, he care-

fully instructed the receivers that his orders should be 

disregarded if they were contradicted by orders directly from 

54 
the Marine Committee»" For its part, the Marine Committee 

always sent its orders to vessels outside the immediate 

55 

Baltimore area through Morris. 

Morris did more than simply convey messages between the 

Marine Committee and the subordinate navy offices and vessels. 

After gaining permission from the Marine Committee in 

February, Morris ordered John Paul Jones to take several of 

the ships of the navy on a concerted raid into the Caribbean. 

The orders injected something quite new into naval operations-

aggressive strategy. Morris included in these orders the 

reasoning behind them. 
It has long been clear to me that our Infant 
fleet cannot protect our own coasts and that 
the only effectual relief it can afford us is 
to attack the enemies* defenceless places and 
thereby oblige them to station more of their 
ships in their own countries, or to keep them 
employed in following ours, and either way we 
are relieved. 

Jones was ordered first to raid the island of St. Kitts, then 

the British port at Pensacola. Finally, Jones was to proceed 

to the mouth of the Mississippi and raid British shipping 

^Outletters, I, 68-63. 5^Ibid., pp. 59-88. 
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there. Fhatever prizes he tool; were to be sent to prize 

agents in the southern states, because "the Southern colonies 

wish to see part of their navy." 

H w different this plan was from the plans usually pro-

posed by the Marine Committee. Several ships were to he put 

under the coruaancl of an aggressive leader arid sent to raid 

the British in a distant part of the British Empire. But 

for the lack of such spirited planning, the Continental Savy 

57 
raxght have waged effective war at sea." 

Morris and the Executive Committee acted as adrainistra-

tive executive until the first weeks in 'larch. Sometime 

between March 4, when Congress .id.jearned from Baltimore, and 

March 12, when it reassembled in Philadelphia, they relin-

5 q 

quished their duties.' c The service that Morris had rendered 

both to the navy and to the nation as a whole was inestimable. 

Congress might have re-established administration in Baltimore, 

but in the confusion that doubtless would have resulted, much 

time would have been lost, ?iore important, adrainistrative 

Kf. 
Ibid., pp. 65-71. 

57 
The operation Morris proposed never came about because 

of administrative confusion. The orders to Commodore Hopkins 
to release his fleet to Jones did not reach Hopkins until 
February 28, by which time he had sent most of the units 
under his command on short missions. Esek Hopkins to Robert 
Morris, February 28, 1776, Letters of John Hancock and Mis-
cellaneous Papers, Item 58, Papers of Continental Congress. 

5 8 
Burnett, The Continental Congress, p. 237. 
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affairs might have be coxae hopelessly entangled while left 

unattended through the winter. 

Certainly as far as naval administration is concerned, 

lorris did a highly effective job. The transport of the 

first supplies from the Independence could well have been a 

vital operation. The direction of naval units to new opera-

tions or other ports, as well as the general assumption of 

administrative duties for the navy that Morris undertook, 

kept the navy in operation. Because the navy achieved no 

startling successes during this period, the effect of Morris' 

direction can be underestimated, nevertheless, be provided 

an example of how administration should function. 

Morris never received any official thanks front Congress 

for M s work in Philadelphia, but it did not go unnoticed. 

In April, 1777, when Hancock announced his intention of re-

signing from the presidency of Congress, the post was offered 

to Morris, whose wife related the story to her mother. 

Mr. Hancock intends to resign his seat in Congress. 
They mean to have complimented Mr. Morris with the 
Presidentsnip, but he told the gentlemen who in-
formed him he could not serve, as it would interfere 
with his private business.59 

Such an excuse sounds 531range for a patriot, but it must be 

admitted that Morris was first and. always a businessman. In 

^Vtary White Morris to Mary >4iiter April lr 1777, quoted 
in part in Charles Henry liart, "Mary White—Mrs. Robert Morris , ' 
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, II (1882), 
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that da/, when the republic was hardly nascent, it probably 

seemed provident to him to tend his own fortune before 

hazardinq government service, which tended to be thankless 

and financially unrewarding. 

ftlthouqh Morris turned down the presidency of Congress# 

he remained an important member of Congress for at least one 

more year. In the spring of 1773 he took a leave of absence 

to attend to personal business matters. Ha returned to 

Congress for a v/hile that fall, but resigned from that body 

60 

permanently before the beginning of 1779. During this 

later period Morris' name does not appear with the same fre-

quency as previously in Marine Committee affairs, but he 

remained active in naval affairs. A friend of John Paul 

Jones wrote to that naval commander in November, 1778: 
thay have raised the frigates the Washington and 
the Effingham, scuttled in the winter of 1777-
1778 but God knows when they will be Repaired. 
Thay have no carpenters no Ships Shipwrights? 
nor nothing dowing but what "r. Morris does. . . . 
*-lr. Morris has left the Marian and everything 
is going to the davei as Fast Can. . . . 6 1 

Ver r-teeg, Robert Morris; Revolutionary Financier, 
pp. 28-29. """* 

^Thomas Bell to John Paul Jones, hovembei" 3, 1778, 
John Paul Jones Manuscripts, 6379, Library of Congress, 
quoted in part in William Sell Clark, "The John Ashmead 
Story, Pcnii sylvan if? Magazine of History and Biography, 
LXXXVII 0-3S8) , 25-26. 
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flAEIhS C0n?4IT,fE£: ADHINISTMTIOJi COBTINORS, 

1777-1779 

In wid-»D©OQ»5ber, 1776, Robert Morris had warned that :"'no 

man li vi.ru f can attend the daily deliberations of Congress and 

1 

do executive parts of business at the same time."" His warn-

ing , like the previous criticisms of the Marine Committee's 

inefficiency, went unheeded. "ffeea Congress returnee! from 

Baltimore in the spring of 1777,- it did nothing to reorganise 

any of the executive bodies. The Marine Committee returned 

to Philadelphia to remain at the head of the Marine Depart-

ment for almost three more years. The committee did bring 

an initial vigor back with it, hut it continued to fail to 

comprehend the navy's limited capabilities. It continued to 

plan missions poorly. Consequently, while the Continental 

«5avy reached its highest level of activity within the next 

three years, the successes it gained could not offset what 

it lost? by the end of that period its strength was markedly 

declined. 

Robert Morris to the President of Congress, December 16, 
177G, Letters and Reports of Cohort Harris * Item 137, Papers 
of Continental Congress,. Til, appendix. 

51 
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Congress did raake one significant change in naval ad-

ministration- it created a navv board to oversee naval affairs 

in New England. This new navy board was badly needed. Sew 

England had always been the main area of Continental 'law 

activity and the United States *.'avy Board, stationed in 

Philadelphia, was too far away from the Hew England states 

to oversee subordinate naval activity efficiently. The fact 

that the board in Philadelphia was too far away to handle 

affairs in the northeastern states was illustrated dramatically 

in the spring of 1777, when problems that had been developing 

there finally came to a head. A violent quarrel erupted 

between Captain John Manley, commander of the frigate, Hancock, 

and Captain Thomas llctleil, commander of the frigate Boston. 

At this time both ships were preparing to sail together from 

Boston but the quarrel made cooperation between thexo. impos-

sible. In Providence, Rhode Island, Continental liavy vessels 

were having treraendous trouble enlisting sufficient seamen 

to man their ships. Nearly all the navy captains were furious 

at the various Continental Agents, whora they believed were too 

slow in disbursing prize money to the crews and in outfitting 

their ships. James Warren wrote of the many problems the Navy 

faced in Hew England, 

The Hancock, Boston, Alfred, and Cabot are all 
in yestercfay,'""but "they""rema'in here fn~Boston yet, 
1 fear the consequences of their going out single 
. . . but rfcNeil and Manley it is said like the 
Jews and the Samaritans will have no connections 
or intercourse; they will not sail together. I 
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believe McNeil is near ready for sea. I am told 
that he and agent Clashing had had a breeze? but 
1. am not acquainted with the particulars or how 
it terminated. I have still a' worse account of 
the situation of your frigates at Providence. 
1 don't know the officers but understand . . . 
that they are not agreable to the people and never 
can man their s h i p s . 2 

barren concluded tiiat Congress must do something about the 

situation of naval affairs in ~iew England and suggested the 

creation of a navy board. You must fall on some new plan 

for conducting your Baval affaire at a distance from you. 

3 

. . . Perhaps . * . establish a. Board." 

Late in the spring several of the navy captains, includ-

ing Jchn Paul Jones, McNeilf and Manley, lost all patience 

with, some of the continental agents and publicly charged them 
4 

with dishonesty. The situation finally became too much for 

Congress. In Hay, on a motion by John Adams, Congress re-

solved to create a "Board of assistants" for the New England 

5 

area, 

The structure and functions of the new board were, very 

similar to those of the navy board in Philadelphia. It was 

to be officially known as the -Javy Board, Eastern Department, ^James Warren to John Adans, March 23, 1777, Warren-
Adams Letters, 1, 304-306. 

3Toid., p. 306. 

4 
James Warren to John Adams, >".pril 16, 1777, Warren-

.Adams Letters, I, 310. ~ ~~~~ 

"^Journals, VII, 281. 
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to sit at Boston,, and to consist of three members. Congress 

felt that the principle of geographical representation ought 

to he adhered to in choosing the three commissioners. Hence, 

it chose them from different states in the Mew England area." 

The duties of the Boston board, as it came to be known, were 

similar to those of the hoard in Philadelphia, which hence-

forth bore the designation middle board.' The Boston board 

was to supervise all construction committees and continental 

agencies in the Hew England area. Further, it was to direct 

tne distribution of continental funds to the agencies and 

committees and see to the construction of arsenals and 

7 

Magazines throughout 3ew England. This board, however, 

soon came to have more duties than did the middle board. In 

July, 1777, it received from the Marine Committee temporary 

power to direct continental navy cruises emanating from its 

area. 
We authorize you to send them [naval ships] out 
, . . as fast as they can be got ready, directing 
the Commanders to such Latitudes as you shall 
think there will be the greatest chance of success. 
. . . we shall leave the judge of the time for 
which each vessel is to cruize to you.® 

Although the Boston board was accorded wore power than 

its sister boaxd in Philadelphia, Congress continued to treat 

the two as equal. In December it gave both boards the right 

6lbid., p. 331. 7lbid., p. 281. 

**Out letters, I, 152-153. 
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Q 

to suspend naval officers.' in January, 1778, both were given 

the duty of keeping records of all naval officers stationed 

in or living under their respective j u r i s d i c t i o n s . in the 

summer of 1778 both were given the right to institute boards 

of inquiry. Thus, although each of the boards caiae about 

as a result of existing circumstances, rather than conscien-

tious planning, and although there was not any thought of 

establishing a board system when either board was created, 

the creation of the Boston board nevertheless effectively put 

the navy under a three-tiered administrative system. At the 

highest level of marine administration was the Marine Commit-
3 2 

tee? at the middle level were tne two boards; " and at the 

local level were the continental agencies and the construction 

committees. Ideally, decisions emanated from the Marine Com-

mittee, were transmitted to the pertinent board, and were 

finally carried out by the agencies or passed on to the ships. 

The addition of the Boston board to the navy's adminis-

trative structure, however, did not solve all the problems 

that the navy faced. The board was able to expedite the out-

fitting and maintenance of naval vessels in its area, and it 
9Journals, IX, 1066-1067. 10Ibid., X, 173, 

11Ibid,, p. 189. 

1? 
'The Boston board began functioning in August of 1777, 

James .Jarren to John Adams, August 10, 1777, Warren-ftdams 
Letters, I, 350. 
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was able to handle many essentially administrative problems 

that heretofore had impeded operations, but it could not 

solve the major problems of the navy. The navy still was 

opposed by the British navy, an enemy of immense size. The 

American navy was still very small and very poor; it was 

still limited in the number arid size of missions that it 

could undertake. Moreover, the Marine Committee was still 

its executive* chat organ remained basically insufficient to 

its tasks. 

The Marine Committee reassumed control of naval adminis-

tration in -larch, 1777. In the first week of April it 

ordered several ships, including the frigates Delaware, 

Raleigh, and KandoXph, ami the smaller ships Alfred, Providence, 

Fly, and Colw^bus, on prise cruises. The orders to these 

vessels left the choice of course up to the individual cap-

tains- -with one reservation: each ship was to spend too 

1 3 

weeks cruising the sea lanes leading to New York."*" 

By -stipulating that these ships make short patrols on 

the "Sew York sea lanes, the comittee recognized certain 

strategic possibilities. Hew York was the principal British 

base in the colonies and the disruption of its supply lines 

could well affect the course o€ the war. By asking only for 

short patrols, the Marine CoKsnifcfcee gave the ship commanders 

11 
Outletters, 1r 94-100. 
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a helpful degree of freedom? if the cruisers would not find 

prizes within that time, they atill would have enough pro-

visions to cruise in other, more profitable areas. These 

orders, however? revealed one weakness; they all were 

orders for single ship prize cruises. Too often this type 

of cruise proved to he fatal, 

Late in April the Marine Committee demonstrated an 

advance in its conception of naval strategy. It planned a 

large, concerted expedition to intercept the British sugar 

fleet. The committee knew that the annual British West 

Indian sugar harvest was sent to England in a single, escorted 

convoy in midsummer. Further, the comra.tttee knew that the 

men-of-war chosen to escort the convoy were always those that 

were too nearly worn-out for further fleet duty and that they 

were invariably undermanned„ Knowledge of these factors as 

well as recognition that ''trie Continental Navy was still in 

its Infancy and a few Brilliant -Strokes in this era would 

give it a Credit and importance' made the committee determine 

to intercept the sugar fleet.Orders were sent to the 

SUmdol£fa, Alfred, Surprize, and Fl̂ . to rendezvous at the 

island of AJbacoa in the Caribbean by July 23, and form a 

joint expedition under command of tfte senior captain present. 

On their way south these shins were to inform other 

14Ibid., p. 119, 
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Continental Savy ships whicft they met of the expedition.' 

To handle the large number of prizes that it expected the 

expedition to capture, the Marine Committee appointed John 

Dupuy, a merchant at Mole-Baint-yJicolas, Haiti, to be Con-

tinental Agent in that place and instructed hin to take 

16 

charge of all prizes that should come into his port. 

Throughout the spring of 1777, the conmiittee attempted 

to dispatch all the other Continental ships on either single 

or joint cruises. It authorized the Boston and the Rancock 

to t>a outfitted by Boston merchants and wake a short cruise 

in Massachusetts Bay on behalf of these merchants. The bay 

was infested with British privateers who terrorized American 

coimuerca there. The Copsiittee had. been unable to obtain 
17 

funds to outfit these ships itself.*" 

The Marine Committee continued planning taore aggressive 

naval operations into the summer. In June it gave John Paul 

Jones command of the sloop Ranqex* and ordered him to sail for 

France and conduct cruises there pursuant to orders from the 
X 8 

Paris commissioners. Tha Raleigh and the Aljfred received. 
19 

similar orders. 

lbIbid., pp. 117-123. X0Ibid., p. 124, 

1 7 
Sidney G. :>lorse, "The Fleet,""

1 The American Neptune f 
V (1345) , 177-193. "his article tells theli/hore^story""of 
the venture. 

Out letter 3 , 1, 143-144, ^Ibid. , p. 176. 
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Moat of the committee's planning of operations In the 

first half of 1777 went for naught. The expedition to inter-

cept the sugar fleet never materialized. The fund3 to fit 

out moat of the ships to be used apparently were not available. 

The Hancock was captured by a British naval squadron a few 

days after the Boston parted company with her. The Raleigh 

did not receive cannon until after inidsuraster and thus was 

unable to cruise until after that time. The Randolph cap-

tured several prizes off the coast of the Carolines but was 

dis-iaasted in a September storm* If the other ships ordered 

011 missions in the early susnmer had any success, it is not 

, , 20 
recorded. 

The ships ordered to Europe fared little better than 

those in American waters. Operations in European waters in 

1776 were left to the direction of the Paris commissioners. 

Until the fall of 1777, when the Raleigh and the Alfred 

arrived in a French port; no American fighting vessels had 

visited Europe. Benjamin Franklin, who handled the Commis-

sioners* naval duties at that time, felt that it was too 

soon to commence depredatory operations upon British shipping 

from French ports? France was not yet so favorable toward 

the war as to countenance such operations. Franklin there-

fore ordered, the two vessels to return to American waters by 

9 A 
""'Allen, h. f'Javal Historv of the American Revolution, I, 

197-202. 
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vray of a cruise off the coast of Africa. While on this 

voyage, the two snips ran uoon a well-escorted British con-

•? ] 

voy and the Alfred was captured, 

Although the Hanger hart been ordered to France before 

the Raleigh antJ the Alfred, a lack of funds prevented her 

f'roa« reaching France until December. Franklin, apparently 

reversing his earlier feelings,, allowed this ship to stay in 

European waters. Jones spent several months overhauling the 

Hanger and then, in the spring of 1778, made a voyage into 

tne Irish Sea,, Besides attacking British shipping,, he made 

raids upon British coastal towns. This cruise, especially 
22 

the coastal raids,, terrified the British populace. ' The 

satire operation was solely Jones* ideas, but it was the 

Marine Co>omijbtee1 s decision to send him to Europe that made 

it feasible.; Therefore, the Marine Committee's direction of 

European operations did have sop® success. 

Despite|Jones' successful cruise, naval operations in 

1777 vielded far too little in relation to the enemies 
jt | .<• 

expended upoiji them.. 'The Marine Committee must be held re-

sponsible to|a large extent for these poor results; its 

orders revealed a lack of coordination. If it had not 

ordered the several short cruises in the early spring but 
/,lIbid., p. 239, 

22 
" "'dorison, John Paul Jones, pp. 156-15?. 
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had concentrated all its efforts upon intercepting the sugar 

fleet, that excellent plan -might not have failed. The 

coastal cruises, moreover, were at best a poor idea, British 

shipping normally travelled American waters only in convoy. 

Continental warships could search for days without finding 

prizes, and if there were any waters where British warships 

were in great numbers r it was in those off the American coasts. 

Luckily for the ships of the Continental Navy in 1777,, they 

did not run into British naval vessels. Nevertheless, their 

patrols were largely wasted efforts. 

The Continental Mavy was never again to have quite the 

same opportunity to serve the war effort as it did in 1776. 

In the fall of 1777 it received a heavy blow; in September, 

the British army under General Howe captured Philadelphia. 

Coning both by land and sea, Howe's forces trapped several 

units of the Continental Navy in the Delaware River. "11 of 

these ships ultimately were destroyed. The Delaware was sunk 

while attempting to defend the city. The Continental Army 

burned the Andrea Doria, Surprize, and Flj_, along with several 

merchant ships in Philadelphia harbor, when it retreated, from 

that city, "'he unfinished frigates Washington and Effingham 

were towed upstream to Borden town, "Sew Jersey, then scuttled 

to prevent capture. These ships later were raised, only to 

? 3 
be destroyed fcy a British raid, in 1778.""" 

7l 
""Allen,, A SJaval l^3tor£ of the American Revolution, I, 

351 • 
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The. British Navy was very active along the middle Ameri-

can coast in late 1777. and early 1778. During this time the 

Congress and the 'Marine Committee were again in exile, this 

time in York, Pennsylvania, and very little attempt was made 

to direct American navy action. Continental vessels con-

tinued sailing along the coast, but too often they encountered 

superior British forces. The Randolph blew up unexpectedly 

In the midst of a naval engagement off the South Carolina 

coast. While trying to run a British blockade, the newly-

constructed frigate Virginia went aground in the Chesapeake 

Bay and was captured. The Columbus ran aground off Rhode 

Island while trying to escape a British patrol. The frigates 

barren and Providence managed to escape the blockades of 

24 

their respective coasts, and the Warren captured one prize. 

This was small success, however, in the face of the losses 

that the navy was experiencing. 

In addition to suffering heavy ship losses in the early 

.months oE 1773, the navy also encountered increasingly serious 

financial problems. For example, the Boston board, which had 

jurisdiction over nearly all of the navy at this time, re-
25 

ported that it was impoverished. 

The navy's financial problems were caused by the circum-

stances of the continental financial situation. The 
9 4 ) r; 
Ibid,, pp. 296-311. Outletters, I, 218-219. 
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continental government as a whole lacked funds. Adding to 

this basic problem was the tedious system of fund procurement 

and disbursement utilized by Congress. Congress set aside a 

part of its annual budget for the navy, but it released these 

funds only upon specific, itemized request, and each request 

26 

had to be voted upon. Even after the navy had received 

a specific authorization it was by no means certain of getting 

money. Congress based its annual budget upon its estimates 

of what it would receive from the states? state contributions 

were always slow in coming in and always smaller than what 

had been requested. Doubtless this financial system was 

necessitated by the government'a continued impoverishment 

and the length of time that was required to collect funds 

frora the states, but whatever the reason, the navy suffered. 

For instance, in May, Warren wrote to Samuel Adams that the 

Boston board's continental warrants were worthless? the 

Continental Loan Offices in Massachusetts had yat to receive 

27 

any money, ' Further adding to the navy's financial worries 

was the serious problem of inflation. In October Warren 

wrote that inflation was about to force the Boston board to 

suspend operations entirely. He fitfully complained: 
26Journals, VIII, 533, 714; IX, 69b, 937; X, 240, 338? 

xi f 529rinnrr~ 

?7 
James Warren to Samuel Adams, May 8, 1778, Warren™ 

Adams Letters, II, 8-9. 
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"the truth is the money fetches so little that 1 am sick with 

28 

seeing Bills brought into this office." 

Even the entrance of France into the war added to the 

strain upon navy finances. As part of the benefit from the 

Franco-American alliance, Congress expected the French to 

send a fleet to American waters. It directed the Marine 

Committee, therefore,, to arrange for logistic support of 

the French fleet when it arrived. Through the autumn of 

1778 the committee worked ceaselessly toward this end. Ul-

timately, the expenses it amassed were to be paid by the 
29 

French, but in the meantime the committee itself bore them. 

Partially because of its economic difficulties the 

Marine Committee ordered little action of the fleet in the 

last half of 1778. In September it ordered three ships, the 

frigates Deane and Raleigh, and the newly-acquired brig 

Resistance, to sweep the coast of Virginia of British priva-

teers. Again the Continental vessels were ordered on their 

missions singly. The result of these orders was further 

loss for the American navy. A. pursuing British squadron 
30 

drove the Raleigh aground and captured her. 

James Warren to .Samuel Adams, October 25, 1778, Warren-
Adams Letters, II, 8-9. 

29Outletters, I, 261-290,- II, 1-10. 

30 
alien, A Uaval History of the American Revolution, I, 

315-319. """ ' "* " ' ~~~ ~ 
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The navy did receive some reinforcement in 1778. After 

the conclusion of the Franco-American alliance, the Paris 

Commissioners managed to have built and fitted out two 

frigates for the Continental Navy, the Dean® and'the Queen 

31 
of France. In the United States two frigates, the Con-

federacv and the Alliance, and one sloop-of-war, the General 

32 

Gates, were launched and commissioned.. Nevertheless, 1778 

was not a good year for the American navy. Indeed, its 

fortunes during that year were so poor that several Congress-

men objected to naval appropriations for the next year. 

William Whipple wrote: 
Our ships have been so unfortunate that many 
gentlemen . . . very reluctantly consent to the 
appropriation of money to that service; however 
there are those who think differently. . . . 
These different sentiments have a tendency to 
procrastinate matters which may be sometimes of 
great importance.33 

Despite congressional dissatisfaction and the misfor-

tunes of the navy, the Marine Committee continued its basic 

strategy into the next year, 1779. Again it sent ships out 

on coastal patrols. This time, however, the ships had good 

luck. In March the committee ordered the Warren, Deane, 

Queen of France, and Ranger to cruise south from "Cape May 

31Ibid., p. 285. 32Ibld., II, 701, 702. 

33Williara Whipple to John Langdon, February 16, 1779, 
Letters of Membersi IV, 72. 
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to the Charleatown bar" and clear that coast of British 

34 
privateers. Before the middle of April, the Warren, Queen 

of France, and the Ranger returned to port with eight prizes 

35 

between them. 

These successes had a great impact upon Congress, The 

assembly at Philadelphia ifas so pleased that It voted extra 

money to the navy. William Whipple reported to John Langdon: 
The successes of the Warren, Ranger, and Queen 
of Franc© has given such credit to the Marine" 
Committee that we have been able without any 
difficulty to obtain a grant of 500,000 dollars 
for use In the Eastern department which will be 
sent forward as soon as possible.3® 

Through the summer of 1779, Continental Navy vessels 

repeatedly sailed on prize cruises, and prize after prize 

37 

reached port safely. In one instance, the frigates 

Providence and Queen of France, and the sloop Ranger met in 

the waters off Mew York and then came upon a British convoy 

of over 150 merchant ships. This convoy was the 1779 British 

"sugar fleet." The convoy was so huge and so poorly guarded 

that the cruisers were able to sail within it for days, all 

the while capturing merchantmen. The cruisers finally broke 

34 
Outletters, II, 47-49. 

35 
Allen, A Naval History of the American Revolution, II, 

382-385. — 
'Sg 

William Whipple to John Langdon, April 26, 1779, 
Letters of Members, IV, 178-179. 

37Outletters, II, 66-87. 
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contact with the convoy when they could no longer make up 

prise crews to take prizes into port. Eight of their prizes, 

38 

collectively worth over one million dollars, reached port. 

Although the successes of the navy put that service in 

a favorable position relative to money and vessels, the 

Marine Committee failed to attempt any offensive operations. 

The committee saw its way clear to commit ships to only one 

offensive operation—and that one was not of its own making. 

In the summer of 1779 Massachusetts authorities gathered 

together a militia expedition to raid a newly-established 

British base on Penobscot Bay, in what is now Maine. Upon 

application from those authorities, the Committee furnished 

the frigate Warren, the sloop Providence,, and the newly-
3§ 

acquired brig Diligence for the expedition, ' The expedi-

tion ended in catastrophe. The commanders of the American 

land and sea forces quarreled among themselves and protracted 

the siege of the British post too long. Every ship in the 

expedition, including the continental vessels, was caught in 

the bay when a British relief expedition arrived and broke 

40 
the siege. 

38 
Allen, A Naval History of the American Revolution, II, 

385. ' ~ " 
30 
Outletters, II, 66. 

A f) 
' ' Allen, A Naval History of the American Revolution, II, 

432-434. ~ ' ' " """*** " — — 
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The losses in the Penobscot expedition notwithstanding, 

the Marin© Committee should have planned offensive expeditions. 

That particular expedition ended in disaster because of poor 

leadership on the part of the militia generals and ship com-

41 

manders involved. Tte failure did not necessarily disprove 

the•feasibility of offensive operations—-especially offensive 

operations in waters outside the American war theater, "ever 

again would the Continental Wavy be as strong as it was during 

this period. Instead of organising offensive operations, 

the Marine Comittee continued committing its ships to de-

fensive operations. In late 1779 it sent four ships, the 

frigates Providence, Boston, and Queen of France and the 

sloop Ranger, back to the South Carolina coast. These orders 

were issued in response to the continuous pleas of the Con-

gressmen of South Carolina, who had declared that the 

Continental Navy had been showing favoritism to the Hew 
42 

England states. It is unfortunate that such pressure was 

allowed to determine naval operations, and the fact that these 

particular orders were issued is especially regrettable. 

None of the four vessels assigned to the southern waters was 
41Ibid. 

42 
Henry Laurens to the President of South Carolina, 

January 31, 1779, Letters of Members, IV, 50-51; Henry 
Laurens to John Laurens, September 2l, 1779, ibid., pp. 428-
429. 
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to return. In February, 1780,. the squadron was trapped in 

43 

Charleatown harbor by British forces besieging the city. 

In late fall of 1779 the Marine Committee, on its own 

recommendation, was dissolved by Congress, and the Board of 

Admiralty was instituted in its place. In view of the suc-

cess that the navy vessels had been having up to that time? 

tits change of naval executive carae as a surprise. The navy 

had had. a particularly successful year as far as prize cap-

tures were concerned, and, as far as Congress knew at that 

time, its ship losses had been low. 

Trie change came because of factors other than ship 

operations* The cosmiittee system had fallen into disfavor 

of members of Congress, Henry Laurens once described the 

incessant committee meetings that be, as well as all other 

members of Congress, had to attend as "an unavoidable drudgery.* 
44 

Many in Congress felt as lie did. 
The ffarinc* Coxwaitfce© met three times a week, at eight 

4 c 

o'clock in the evening» " Meetings had to be scheduled at 

this hour because of the duties of members to other committees. 

Besides the direction of ship operations, the Marine Committee 
A <*% 

*" ?\llen, A Naval History of the American Revolution, II, 
487-498. "" — — 

<34 . _ _ 
* Henry Laurens to Parses I mane, Aprxl 7, 1778, Letters 

of Members, IV, 155. 
4bDiary of John Fell, ibid., IV, 90, 93, 103, 104, 105, 

108, 114, 118, 124. 
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had other and more tedious duties. It handled the navy's 

requests, including those for funds from Congress. This was 

mi onerous duty because, as mentioned before, Congress allot-

ted funds to the navy only as they were specifically requested, 

The coraraittee also acted as receiving office for the numerous 

requests and petitions concerning naval affairs that cause 

4£> 
through Congress. " Meetings invariably were poorly attended. 

As early as June, 1777, Congress allowed the committee to 

47 
consider five members to be a quorum. Even so, the commit-

48 

tee was forced, at times, to adjourn for lack of a quorum. 

By spring of 1778 Congress recognized the necessity for 

changing the form of the navy's executive. But, as Josiah 

Bartlett explained, the continental assembly was too caught 

up in immediate business to consider any specific reformation 

of naval administration, 
As to Marine Affairs, Congress are very sensible 
that very essential alterations are necessary and 
seem determined to attend to it, as soon as the 
confederation and so.rve other very important prob-
lems are finished. 

In the spring of 1779, Congress began measures to reform 

the naval executive. At t.'tat time Congress contained men who 

46 
Journals, VII, 312, 352, 361- VIII, 3-4, 385, 386, 387, 

407. 

47Ii>id. , VIII, 424. 

4$ 
Diary of John Fell, Letters of Members, IV, 182, 218, 

22 3, 232. ' ~~~ 
d Q 
Josiah Bartlett to William Whipple, June 20, 1778, 

ibid., IV, 308. 
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felt that a finner, store efficient; national government was 

needed. These men were not averse to letting executive 

50 

affairs be handled outside of Congress. On June 9, John 

DicJcenson moved '"that the management of all business relating 

to the carina of the United States be vested, in commissioners. 

Congress appointed a committee consisting of Dickenson, 

williaie Whipple, and John Collins to prepare the plans for 

51 

this reform. nothing came of this action. As late as 

October 1 the committee had not made any reports or sugges-

tions. John Jay had blamed the previous congressional reti-

cence toward executive department reform on the Lee family? 

he charged that the Lee.g opposed reform because it would 
5? 

remove tnera and their allies from positions of influence. 
Two members of the raarine reform comaittee, however, were 

53 

outspoken reform advocates, Dickenson and Whipple. It was 

simple inertia, not any cabal, that impeded administrative 

reform. 

30 
'Jennings B. Sanders, Evolution of the Executive Depart-

ments of the Continental Congress, l'773-"17{f?F Teh ape I Hil i, 
19ST)Vl?pn~§V " " — - — 

si 
Journals, XIV, 508. 

52 
"* John Jay to George Washington, April 26, 1779, Letters 

of Members, IV, 167-177. 
53 
Sanders, Svolution of the Executive Departments of 

Continental Con«ress7"~P- ^5T ~ ' - • ~ 



On October 1 Congress discharged the c-oinraittee and 

directed the Marine Coiondttee itself to "prepare and report 

a plan of regulations for conducting the naval affairs of 

54 

the United States." Approximately throe weeks later the 

cowraittae brought in its report. It suggested that Congress 

establish a "Board of Admiralty" consisting of three non-

Congressional irtetahera and two Congressional roerebors to 

"superintend the naval and marine affairs of theae Halted 

States.'' Congress approved this report and created the 
SS 

Admiralty Board as suggested, 

&n assessment of tine 'Marine Cossaittea must conclude 

that it was only a mediocre administrative body. It never 

showed the proper interest or capability to handle naval 

affairs. It too often committed Continental vessels to 

dangerous coastal operations. Later investigations by the 

iseard of Admiralty (to be discussed in the next chaptar) 

showed that the carroltta© had been lax in its supervision of 

subordinate administrative units. It cannot be shown, how-

ever* that the committee'3 faults were the results of the 

character of its saerabers. Hie ruain weakness of the co»»aitt©e 

lay in its structure? Congressional delegates had too much 

to do to direct naval affairs properly. 
"^Journals, XV, 1133. 

55Ibid», pp. 1204, 1216, 1218, 



OIJAPTnE. IV 

BO&RD OF :-\fMlFALTl ADMINISTRATION, 

1779-1781 

One reason that the Board, of Admiralty and other, 

similar executive boards were created was to relieve Congress 

of the burden of executive administration. It would, be in 

order, therefore, to conuaent on. their success in doing such. 

In the first months of 1730 Fldhridge Gerry wrote to John 

htitms that; 

Since the Treasury, Admiralty, and Court of 
Appeals have been put into Co:«®i3sion, Congress 
have not been troubled ranch with their respec-
tive Concerns and for several Days past haw 
adjourned before the usual Time for a Want of 
business. 

In this letter -'jerry .made no coxwaent concerning the effect 

of the Admiralty Board upon the navy. Neverthelessf his 

comment does suggest that the Admiralty Board was a success 

as far as its effect upon Congress was concerned. The 

Board's success with naval problems was almost a different 

problem entirely, and the Board cannot be judged without 

examination of its administration of naval affairs. 

1 
Sldbridge Gerry to John Maras, Hay 5, 1780, Letters of 

Members, V, 128. 
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C o n g r e s s g a v e t h e B o a r d o f A d m i r a l t y c o m p l e t e c o n t r o l 

of the navy. In its resolution of October 28, 1773, Congress 

cor.anisrdoned the board !to superintend the naval and marine 

affairs of these United States," to keep records of all 

stores and supplies in the narine department, and to make 

annual reports to Congress. Further, the Board of Admiralty 

was to 'form proper plans for better regulating the Navy and 

its offices," It was to sit in Philadelphia and be directly 

responsible to Congress. The board was to consist of five 

convcdssiouersr only two of which were to be Congressmen? the 

otter three were to be chosen by Congress from outside of 

that body, *:*o two commissioners were to be from the same 

state. ̂  

It took more than a month for Congress to choose the 

first commissioners. Congress determined that each section, 

Naw England, the Middle Atlantic states, and the South, 

should be represented on the board. ̂  On Tlovember 26, John 

Waring of South Carolina and William Whipple of New Hampshire 

were appointed to two of the non-Congressional posts. A fer* 

days later George Bryant of Pennsylvania received appointment 

to the third lay position. The first two Congressional 

members were then elected; Williara Floyd of New York and 

2 J o u r n a l s , X V , 1 2 1 6 - 1 2 1 8 . 

JT*h<a P r e s i d e n t o f C o n g r e s s t o T h o m a s W a r i n g , ^ o v e r a & e r 2 9 

1 7 7 9 , L e t t e r s o f M e m b e r s , I V r 5 2 8 , 
f 
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4 

James Forbes of Maryland." These initial appointments, how-

ever, did not stand. Bryant declined his appointment; 

Congress then appointed Francis Lewis of Sfew York to take his 

place, This appointment occasioned further change in Board 

membersnip, Lewis and Congressman Floyd both were from Mew 

York. Congress ruled Floyd ineligible for the board and 
5 

chose T'*illiaf» fillery of Rhode Island in his place. When 

Ellery accepted his appointment, the board finally had a 

quorum of members in Philadelphia, Lewis being there before 

his appointment, arid it held its first meeting some time in 
6 

the second week of December. 

The board was never able to muster more than a bare 

quorum, 'faring and Whipple both turned dovm their appoint-

ments. Because of their distances frora Philadelphia (Waring 

was in Mouth Carolina and Whipple was in 'Saw Hampshire) 

Congress did not receive word of their decisions until 

7 

March, There is no record of Congress appointing any other 

non-Congressional commissioners. On at least two occasions, 

it i3 recorded that due to the absences of the Congressional 

corrtrai s s i one rs, no meetings of the Admiralty Board had been 
*Journal3, XV, 1313, 1330, 1339. 
"'ibid. , pp. 1340, 1350, 1365, 1366. 
f *1 

^Outletters, II, 137-138,. Journals, XVI, 273. 
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3 

possible for two or three weeks. Throughout its tenure, 

the Admiralty Board lacked an identifiable leader-. None of 

the co-maissioners ever distinguished themselves in naval 

administration, as '"orris had done for a period during the 

committee period. Lewis was elected chairman and served in 
9 

that capacity throughout the board's active period. Doubt-

less he played the major role in its actions, but existing 

records do not justify crediting him with outstanding in-

fluence. 

From its first day in office the Admiralty Board showed 

itself to be competent in administrative matters; it immedi-

ately began organizing the internal resources of the navy. 

In its first official message, to the Boston, navy board, it 

asked that board for an inventory of all its district's 
10 

supplies, orize goods, and funds. ^ This attempt to in-

ventory led almost directly to a reorganization of subordinate 

administration. 

The Boston board and the Continental Agents of the 

eastern naval district had handled the bulk of the prize and w0oar4 of admiralty to Congress, November In.d. J, 1780, 
Eeports of the Marine Committee and the Board of Admiralty, 
1776-1701, Itew 37, Papers of Continental Congress, pp. 337-
338* Board of Admiralty to Congress, May [n.d.J, 1781, ibid, 
p. 503. 

"Panders, Evolution of the i|xecutive Department at of 
Copti^®J£ta 1 C o n g r e s s , ~ p p . ~ — 

laOutletters, II, 137-138. 
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prize goods sales of the previous year, but the board re-

ported itself to foe -virtually bankrupt. Its money had gone 

toward fitting out later voyages of Continental ships, con-

struction and supplying units of trie French fleet. The 

Boston board reported that the records of several of the 

* 11 Continental Agents, moreover, were in great confusion. 

Obviously, in the absence of pressure froin the Marine Com-

mittee , the subordinate units of naval administration had 

allowed their own records to fall into confusion. The 

Malralty Board took steps to correct this situation. 

In February of 1780, the Board of Admiralty appointed 

two auditors, William Oemming and. John Brown, to make com-

plete inspections of the financial situations of the 

12 

continental agencies.' The auditors' investigations con-

tinued through the first half of 1780 and exposed much 

irregularity as well as inefficiency. Two Pennsylvania-

based agents, identified simply as Nixon and Nesbitt, refused 
13 

to show their books to the auditors. Three Virginia-based 

31 
Report of the naval Board, Lastern Department, Janu-

ary 7, 1700, Reports of the Marine Committee and the Board of 
admiralty, 1776-1781 , Item 37, Papers of Continental Congress, 
p. 215. evidently French payments for their supplies came 
only later. 

1"? 
Journals, XVI, 142. 

13 
Memo to Congress, August 14, 1780, Reports of the 

Marine Committee and the 7*oa.rd of admiralty, Item 37, Papers 
of Continental Congress, p. 291. 
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agents identified only as Eewas, Kaith, and Allen, the Ad-

miralty Board believed, were responsible for thefts from 

14 
their own warehouses. *g«nt John Bradford in Massachusetts 

15 

was never able to give a clear accounting of bis records. 

In the late summer of 1780, the Board of Admiralty in-

itiated action in regard to the discoveries of the investiga-

tions. In August it asked Congress to relieve Mxon and 
1 £< 

wesbitt of their duties. Congress complied, In September 

the Admiralty Board requested the removal of the :vavy Board, 

Middle District, based in Philadelphia. The Admiralty Board 

explained to Congress that the middle board had very few 

duties and that it itself could perform them. Congress 
17 

again complied, Later in September the Admiralty Board 

requested and received the removal of Agent Bradford. The 

request does not mention why Bradford's relief was desired, 

but good reasons did exist. Bradford was agent in Boston, 

where the Wavy Board, Has tern District, was also based. Also, 

Bradford kept poor records. Congress assented to this request, 
3 8 

and Bradford's duties were given to the Boston board. 

These reforms were practical and did remove some inefficiency 

and potential sources of waste. Had they been effected 

14Outletters. II, 176-173. lbIbid., pp. 288-289. 

16Journals, XVII, 744, 17Ibid., XVIII, 823. 

8Ibid. , pp. 838-839. 
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sooner, oernaps the navy \#oald not nave been as destitute as 

it '-.'as at that time, 

Throughout the "xsriod* of investigation and reorganiza-

tion of subordinate naval administration, the Admiralty 

Board also w<*» aware of the financial problems of the navy. 

Because of the lack of surviving records, it is impossible 

to reconstruct the complete story of the Admiralty's search 

for fundn, but there is enough evidence to indicate that the 

board did make extensive attempts to find money. 

The one large source of money within the marine depart-

ment itself was the unsold prize goods still in the hand?? of 

fcfte Continental agents, The initial confusion in adminis-

tration saris complete utilisation of these funds impossibler 

but the iutedralty Board did what it could. In early spring 

of 1780 it announced to the continental agencies that it was 

taking over the disposition of funds and the sale of prize 

goods: heretofore the agencies had handled these matters in-

19 

dependently," Throughout the spring the hoard attempted to 

trace down all funds and prize good which were in the hands 

of the various agents. This was a complicated job because 

at the cine the auditors had not yet finished their inspec-

tiona of agency record?;. *" " 

"^Journals, W I , 142, 

^'oufcietters, IX, 159-214, et passim. 
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The Admiralty Board also raade efforts to save or gain 

money for the navy through other methods. In February,, 

agent Bradford was directed to ship his prize goods from 

Boston to Philadelphia. 'Boston, the most popular prize port 

in the United States, was glutted with prizes, and the Ad-

miralty Board estimated, that orize goods might bring twice 

their Boston price in Philadelphia.* In .January# 1780, all 

77 

inactive officers were dropped from naval paylists.""** This 

was not as slight a measure as it might seem. In the winter 

of 1776-1777 there had boon twenty-seven vessels in Continental 
23 

service? by early 1780 there were only eight in commission. 

Despite such measures, the navy faced poverty constantly 

throughout the Admiralty Board's administration. In November/ 

1780, it had to petition Congress for funds to pay a harbor 
2 4 

pilot for bringing a French frigate into Philadelphia harbor. 
In February, 1781, the hoard reported the navy to be 802,000 

?S 

dollars (continental) in debt.'"* 

The Continental Congress was less than helpful to the 

naval administration in its search for money; on some occasions 

7? 
Ibid., pp. 182-183. Journals, XVI, 86. 

*•* ** f t O. ^aullin, "The tfiavy of the American Revolution/-1 

United States "i?aval Institute Proceedings r 3T3QCII (1905), 
p. fiBTfj. 

04 
Memo of the Board of 3«**airalty, February 7, 1781, 

Reports of the Marina Coawiittee and the Board of Admiralty, 
Item 37, Papers of Continental Conaress, p. 355. 

23Journals, ITDI, 7-8. 
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Congress actually impeded that search. In April, 1780, and 

then again in August, Congress directed the funds resulting 

froia the Bale of Aqent Bradford's prize goods to be given to 

7g 

the Continental Army." In 1731 it twice directed that 

armament from the America be used for various harbor fortifi-•>n 

cations in Khooe Island." Also, the direct aid which Congress 

gave the navy was insufficient. The largest grant which it 

28 

wade to the navy during 1780 was 700,000 dollars. The cost 

of repairing the Confederacy, which had been dismasted in a 

storm, alone was 965,000 dollars. 

In the fall of 1780 Congress attempted to give the navy 

a permanent source of income, but the attempt failed because 

of its lack of power. On August 22, 1780, Robert Livingston 

of New York proposed that a two and one -half per cent tax be 

levied on all prizes and prise goods brought into the United 

States. Proceeds from this tax were to go directly to the 
30 

navy. ' Congress approved this support and incorporated it 

into the Impost Act of 1781. This act, however, failed to 

become law. By fall, 1782, it had been ratified by all 
26Ibid., XVII, 470-471, 719. 27Ibid., XX, 463, 481. 

^®Xbid., XVI1, 670. Total money aiven to the 8'aw that 
year waI"M5,000 dollars; ibid. , XVIT.I, 1221. 

OQ 

~"Eoard of Admiralty to Congress, July 21, 1780, Reports 
of the Marine Committee and trie Board of Admiralty, Item 37, 
Papers of Continental Congress, p. 273. 

W 
Journals, W H , 758-759, 
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states except 'inocle Island, 'fhen, Virginia repealed her 

ratification of it. r«ccortling to the articles of Confedera-

tion,, it had to be ratified by all the states.Ji Thus the 

atteapt by Congress to provide permanent income for the navy 

failed. 

By sad of suitmer, 1791, the Board of Admiralty had 

exhausted all its funds. Bv«m though it suspended construc-

tion, the board found it could not support operations. It 

finally turned to Robert -iorris, then Superintendent of 

3? 

Finance, for financial aid- " 1'his appeal preceded the 

collapse of the Board of Admiralty fey only a few weeks. In 

view of this ignominious -3ndf it should be reiterated that 

tne Admiralty Board, did well to sustain naval operations as 

long as it did. It had to contend with many difficulties in 

the area of finances- the constant indebtedness of the navy, 

t n'l lack of aid from Congress, and confusion and outright 

corruption in subordinate administration. Pinal frustration 

of its efforts was inevitable. 

I'hsa admiralty did demonstrate a capacity for adminis-

trative work in areas other than naval finance* Through the 

3IXbid., XVIII, 1033-1035; Merrill Jensen, The Hew 
Nation (Mm-t York, 1965), pn» 63 -67. 

7. 

""*t>iary fof Robert: Morrisj, reel I of Papers of Robert 
fforris;- "1776-182% I, 6* frarwarfc of the Co/oraittee [for in-
soectin'i the state of the »aaerica3 , Reports of Various Com-
mittees, Item 28, Papers of contiaenta.! Congress, p. 145. 
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course of its tenure it was assigned, or volunteered for, 

otiier tasks beyond those dealing strictly with the navy. 

Its work at these tasks was also to its credit. 

The first extra duty that the admiralty took on was the 

establishment arid maintenance of a packet service between 

the. '"mited States and Europe. Packets were ships used to 

carry official dispatcher between a nation and its emissaries. 

By 1780 the United States had emissaries in three European 

nations and, in the opinion of the board, definitely needed 

its own packet service. On February 1, 1780, the admiralty 

commissioners announced to Congress their intention of estab-

14 

lishing such a service."'"" Information concerning this service 

and its history, however, ia limited. Two ships, the brigs 

Mercury and active, were purchased for packet duty. In 

addition to service as government messengers, these ships 

occasionally served as supply vessels and patrolled the 
"5 ff 

Delaware Bay for short periods. J 

On April 27, 1780, Congress assigned to the Admiralty 

Hoard ttis power to issue letters of marque. Previously this 

duty had been handled by the Secretary of Congress, but by 
34 
Board of Admiralty to the President of Congress, 

February 1, 1780, Reports of the Marine Conimittee and the 
Board of Admiralty, Item 37, Papers o f Continental Conor res 8, 
p. 237. 

35 
Board of Mrairalty to the President of Congress, 

December 19, 1780, ibid.. r>„ 451; Outletters, I, 212. 
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if: 

1780 it was too large a task for The Admiralty Board 

took this duty seriously. In the fall it revised the form of 

the letters. The previous form diet not provide for a descrip-

tion of the ship it was issued to or its captain. Conse-

quently, if a privateer were captured, its commission could 

oe used by tne enemy. This problem was compounded by the 

fact that many privateers were only weak merchant vessels. 

Letters of marque were issued to any ship owner who wanted 
37 

one, regardless of the strength of his vessel. In November 

the Admiralty Board stipulated that henceforth the letters 

would contain a description of the privateer and its captain,38 

In one instance the Board of Admiralty was able to use 

its control over privateers to help the navy. Privateers 

seriously impeded the navy's recruiting of seamen. Because 

of the shortage of able-bodied seamen, Continental Navy vessels 

often were forced to take on inexperienced landsmen, and, 

sometimes even British prisoners of war, in order to fill 
"Ks 

their crews."" Late in the spring of 1730, the Admiralty 
-tr. 
Congressional Pesolution, ?-\prll 27, 1780, Reports of 

the Marine Committee and the Board of Admiralty, Item 37, 
Papers of Continental Congress, p. 225, 

37 
Oorote de la Luzerne to the President of Congress 

[n.d.J, Wharton, Diplomatic Correspondence of the American 
Revolution, IV, 1 1 1 1 ' ™ " * —— — — ^ 

3\ 
Instructions to Privateers, November 9, 1780,, Reports 

of the Marine Committee and tfte Board of Admiralty, 1776-
1781, ite:>?i 37, Papers of Continental Congress, p. 531. 

€"1 
A X%ival History of the »xaerlcan 'revolution, 

II, 546-549. — — 
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Board issued instructions to privateers that at least one-

third of each privateer's crew had to be landsmen.*0 It is 

not possible to estimate how closely this regulation was 

enforced, but it was a good attempt to ameliorate a poor 

situation. 

In July, 1780, the Admiralty Board assumed yet another 

task of some importance when it volunteered to draw up 

permanent prize regulations. Originally the Court of Appeals 

was assigned this duty but, by the fourth full year of the 

41 

war, it had not acted. The Admiralty Board, however, was 

faithful to this task. In April, 1781, it presented the new 
42 

prize regulations to Congress. 

Unfortunately for the future of the Continental Navy, 

the Board of Admiralty did not show a capacity for strategic 

direction of naval operations complementary to its capacity 

for handling purely administrative matters. Like its prede-

cessor, the Marine Committee, it showed, in its direction of 

ship operations, very little understanding of the limitations 

or capacities of the Continental Navy. Like its predecessor 
4Q 
Instructions to Privateers [n. d.J, Reports of the 

Marine Committee and the Board of Adiairalty, 1776-1781, 
Item 37, Papers of Continental Concrress, p. 237; see also. 
Journals, XVII, XIX, 363. 

**Ibid., XVII, 661-C62; Board of Admiralty to Congress, 
July 24, 1^80, Item 37, Papers of Continental Congress, 
pp. 277-278. 

42Ibid., XIX, 361-365. 
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it riai.uXy ordered nhort, coastal cruises of an ultimately 

defensive naturei anti-privateer patrols, escort missions, 

*md -snort prize cruises* I\s was the case with the .Marine 

Crmtitt&e, the Mruiralty Board made a major mistake in 

orderiiwi such cruises. Until mdsurajfter, 1781, the Continental 

•«*avy P'>«se:jsect at least four cruisers (three frigates and 

one sloop-of-war) and therefore was still, capable of joint--

operatiemn, Moreover,- the British **avy was unable to provide 

43 

protection for all the irapire and its trade. "* Ther<s is ao 

record that the corwisaioners oC the Admiralty Board ever 

considered any strategy to tarce advantage of the British 

Davy's weakness, ks a result of its adherence to defensive 

•strategy, its fine work in the area of finances and supply 

was wasted t the* navy continued to decline in strength from the 

beginning of the Admiralty Board's tenure. 

Almost icraediately affĉ r the Board of Admiralty assumed 

control, tne navy suffered a disaster which was /riainly due 

tc the saute strategy vnicft the JMjtoiiralty itself later pur-

sued. En February, 1780,, the British laid siege and blockade 

to Charlestown and trapped in that harbor the squadron of 

Continental ships that, the ••Jarine Committee had sent south. 

The Marine Committee must bear the responsibility for sending 

tne squadron to the dangerous Southern waters, and the com-

wander of the squadron, Commodore Whipple, must bear some of 
4 ts 
'Allen, a ttaval History of the. Ltaerican Revolution, 

II, 544- 545. " ' — — - — 
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the responsibility for not withdrawing his ships front the 

harbor; he knew of the threatened, invasion for some time 

44 

oefore it actually came. The Admiralty Board also must 

bear soiae of the guilt; it bad been in office for over two 

months before the British invested Charlestown--plenty of 

time to order the ships out of southern waters or on 

offensive missions. 'The Board of Admiralty failed to learn 

anything from this disaster; it continued to order coastal 

missions. 
Through the sprincr of 1780 the Admiralty made plans for 

a joint cruise of all the remaining ships of the navy along 

4r> 

trie American coast, ~ In April, it issued, orders for the 

Saratoga, Deane, and Truiabull to cruise the southern waters 

together. ' When recruiting and financial difficulties made 

this joint cruise impossible, the commissioners ordered the 

Trumoull to sail alone, The initial plan at least had the 

redeeming feature of calling for a joint cruise, while the 

decision to send tine Trumbull out alone was a definite mis-' 

take. Before the Continental frigate had a chance to get 

further south than the coast of Delaware, it encountered the 

British privateer Watt. A fierce battle between the vessels 

ensued , and both were so badly damaged that they had to 

4 4 I b i d , , XX, 487-403. 45lbid., p. 499. 

Outletters» 11, 282. 
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47 

return to port. Sending the Tyuiafaull out alone waste*! a 

•mission. 

In uiidsumraer, 1780, Congress made important intervention 

into naval affairs. It ordered the ships of the Continental 

Navy placed under the control of George Washington, This was 

done in order to expedite the Continental Navy's cooperation 

with the French fleet, which Congress and the General expected 

any week. Washington intended that the vessels should act 

as a scouting and liaison squadron with the French fleet. 

This assignment of the navy's vessels to Washington's command 

for him to use irt conjunction with Franco-American military 

olans was a wise move on the part of Congress, Unfortunately 

the Frencn fleet did not arrive that auittner and participate 

in any military campaigns. One half of it was blockaded in 

Rhode Island harbors, and the other half was not able to sail 

from France until the end of the summer. Finally, in August,. 

when it was obvious that the French fleet would not arrive, 
48 

Washington relinquished control of the navy vessels. 

when the Board of Admiralty resumed its control of the 

Continental Navy, it also resumed its old, disastrous strategy. 

Throughout the fall it ordered navy vessels on short coastal 
47 

Board of Admiralty to General Washington, august 11, 
1780, Reports of t'ae Marina Cor.unittee and the Board of Ad-
miralty , Item 37, Papers of Continental Congress, p. 315; 
Allen, a tlaval History of the American Revolution, II, 
507-5087 ' * " ™ " ~ """" — — ~ 

4 bJournals, .XVII, 66!?. 
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cruises. The results of these cruises was only disappoint-

ment, The Trurnbull aad the Dearie cruise;! off the South 

Carolina coast for weeks but captured no prizes. The 

Saratoga spent her time further north and captured four 

prizes, but all were recaptured before they reached prize 

port. The Confederacy was sent to the West Indies for a 

cargo of military supplies and war, not able to take prises 

40 

on either the trip there or back. " 

Refusing to be daunted by the poor results of the opera-

tions in 1780, the Board of i\cteiralty continued its same 

basic strategy in 1781, In the first half of the new year, 

all the cruisers were sent to sea, The Alliance was sent 

to France on a diplomatic mission, "he Confederacy, and, 

later in the year, the Trirnbull were sent to the West Indies. 

The Deane and the oaratocja were sent on separate prise 

cruises. The results of these missions was disaster for the 

navy. The Confederacy was captured in the spring while 

escorting a convoy bade frost the East Indies. The convoy it 

escorted escaped capture, but this was poor consolation for 

the loss of that frigate, 'i'tie OB.ane returned to Boston late 

in the spring- empty-handed. Trie Saratoga disappeared at sea 

after escorting some merchant ships out of Delaware Bay. 

49 
Admiralty Orders to Confederacy, December 1, 1780, 

Letters and Reports of RoheFt^forfxi'T"'*1781-1783, 3 vols.# 
Item 137, Papers of Continental Congress, X, 658? Allen, A 
Saval History of the American Revolution, IX, 508-509. 
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I'he 'Î rpabull was not able to sail until early August. It 

was disnasted in a storra its first night out of Philadelphia 

harbor and subsequently captured.'"' By the end of iiugust 

the Continental Navy's strength was reduced to two coramis-

sioiied vessels, the Alliance and the Deane, and two ships 

still under construction, the Boarboa and the America« 

Moreover, by the end of trie month the navy was also bankrupt. 

Both coaaaissioned ships lay idle in Boston harbor, and work 

on the ships under construction was suspended for lack of 

funds. Congress was so unsure about ever being able to 

finance the construction that it sseriou&ly considered selling 

51 

the two ships•' 

The disaster caused by the Admiralty Board's naval 

strategy helped bring about the final change in naval admin-

istration. For sorae time p r i o r to suraraer, 1781, Congress 

had been desirous of instituting another naval executive in 

place of the Admiralty Board, 'The condition, of the navy at 

that ti;;ie provided the irapetus for the contemplated reform. 

The story of this last reorganization of naval adminis-

tration is complicated, and it had little to do witn the 

performance of the admiralty Board. Ever since the beginning 

of 1779 there had been a growing conviction among certain of 
KA 
Allen, h Waval History of the Araerican Revolution, 

II, 556-558. - — — — " 
en 
~ Diary of Thomas Rodney, Letters of Members, VI, 144. 
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the ^nerican patriot* that the war and independence could be 

won only by a strengthening of trie institutions of the 

national government. By raid-1779 these reformers, many of 

whoFi wore later to ha identified as nationalists, were gain-

irsg large support in i*.otigr©ss.*"" By 1780, they we re strong 

enough aiu! coherent enough in aiia,<? to begin planning the 

changes which they intended in continental government, 

Their primary objective at this time was to create executive 

organs which would be sufficiently independent of Congress 

to fmiction efficiently. Primarily, the reform move/neat was 

a reaction to situation** in ctepartoents other than the 

marine department. By 1780 both the Continental Irny and 

continental finances were in desperate condition, and. the 

respective executives, the Hoard of War and the Treasury 

'".oard, were responsible to a large extent for these condi-

5 

tions. * The nationalists seeded not to have made any 

discursive study of the Board of Admiralty. Apparently they 

simply assumed that if the other executives needed reform 

so did the navy's. 

•rbe nationalists made their first significant step 

toward reform in August, 1780, when Congress resolved that 
"" *** if 'artders, The revolution of the .Executive Departments 

of Continental Cohgresi"?"''*"ppJ"""4'
:r5", ~ *" * """ ™" 

JJB«rnett, The Continental Congress, pp. 4B9-49Q; 
Sanders, The Evorotion o j T t l t e D e p a r t m e n t s of the 
ContinentaT"Cf&^r^aT"pp"* * — — 
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a committee for making change? in the executive departments" 

54 

.be formed," " In the months following its creation, the com-

mittee experienced an almost complete changeover in member-
* > 5 

ship," but it did not lose sight of its purpose. On 

February 1, 1781, it submitted a plan for reform of the 

executive departments. 

The committee called for the creation of executive 

organs which would be more independent of Congress than any 

previous executive had been. Each executive department (the 

Departments were War, Finance, and larine) was to be presided 

over by a single executive, a superintendent. These super-

intendents were to be chosen by Congress. They were to keep 

records of their operations and submit annual reports to 

Congress. The Superintendents of War and Marine were to fa© 

responsible to and dependent upon the Superintendent of 

Finance in all matters of finance. Congress accepted this 
eg 

plan.Jw 

In February, Congress chose the Superintendents of 

Finance and Marine. Robert Morris was chosen for the former 
57 

office and General Alexander HcDougal for the latter,* 
General. i'fcDougal, however, declined his appointment. Congress 

*54 
Journals, XVII, 740. 

£* CT 

3"'Burnett, 'Sh® Continental Congress, pp. 490-492. 

5bJournals, XIX, 126-127. 57Ibid., p. 203. 
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refused him permission to keep his co'ruiiissIon and. field cow«and 

58 

la the army while serving as superintendent.The assembly 

at Philadelphia was aflahle to agree upon any other person 

for the Kuperintendency of "tarlne, and the Board of Admiralty 

continued to administer naval affairs through the summer. 

In late summer Congress finally was forced to select a 

new navy executive. The initial impetus for this was pro-

vided by the resignation of the chairman of the Board of 

Admiralty, but the final impetus was the continued decline 

of the navy. In the first week of August Chairman Lewis re-

signed.59 With his resignation the Board lost its quorum, 

as well as Its most active member, and thus lost its capacity 

to function, V-Jhen Congress received letters concerning naval 

business that the Boston board had sent to the Admiralty, it 

created a temporary executive to handle them. It appointed 

a three-member committee to deal with these letters and 
60 

other marine business. This provisional marine committee 

did more than handle marine business; it also took up the 

problem of instituting a nev naval administration. In the 

first week of September it proposed a reorganization of naval 

administration on much simpler lines than was currently the 

case. All existing administration would be abolished when 
b8Alexander McDougal to the Governor of Hew York, 

March 12, 1781, Letters of Members, VI, 2C. 

5< Journal ;, XX, 756 

is""Journals, n'XI, »13. 
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the new executive took over? he anc a clerk would constitute 

trie v.hole of naval administration. The executive himself 

would be termed an "agent5 instead of a "superintendent." 

Congress, arid not the agent, would be responsible for the 

deployment of Continental ships. The agent's duties would 

consist of primarily the supervision of supplies and the out-

fitting of ships. This proposed reconstruction of adminis-

tration and demotion of the naval executive doubtless was a 

reaction to the decline in the navy's fortunes. Congress 

accepted the committee?s plan. ̂  

Although the provisional comitt.ee did not suggest a 

person to be appointed as Agent of Marine, Congress soon did. 

In the first week of September, following the loss of the 

frigate Trurobul1, Congress appointed Robert Morris, the 

62 

Superintendent of Finance, temporary Agent of Marine. 

Contemporary letters show that it was the loss of the 

Trmbull which prompted this appointment. The Hew York 

delegation reported to the Governor of "Sew York; 
Since our Arrival here the Plan for choosing an 
.'.gent instead of a Secretary Superintendent of 
Marine has been adopted, hut the Number of our 
ships still decreasing by a recent Loss and being 
reduced to two we have transferred the Business 
at present to the Financier. 

61Ibid., p. 919. 52Ibid., p. 943, 

•C l 
r5ew York Delegation to the Governor of lew fork, 

September 9, 1781,. Letters of Members, VI, 214-215. 
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•thus the final effect of the Board of Admiralty' s disastrous 

strategy in its deployment of Continental V?avy vessels was the 

evolution of a single-executive Aaval administration„ 

Despite the decline of the navy under its tenure, the 

final assessment of the Board of Admiralty must be that it 

was not wholly a bad executive for the navy. Originally it 

was organized to relieve Congress of the duty of naval admin-

istration. This the Admiralty Board did, and in the process 

it provided the navy with better administration than had the 

Marine Coimnittee, The Aditdralty Board instituted a badly-

needed reorganization of subordinate naval administration. 

It not only readily dealt with problems of marine affairs 

hut also took on additional responsibilities. The effects 

of its failure to deploy Continental ships properly, or to 

follow a proper strategy, were magnified by two conditionss 

the poverty of the United States and the overwhelming size 

of the British Navy. 



CIS&PTBH V 

ROBERT MORP.IS AND TtlB &GCImCY OF THE MARItlE 

There was little reason to hope that the new Agent of 

Marine, 'f-.obe.rt "'orris, could reverse the declining fortunes 

of the Continental Savy. Indeed,, creation of the new admin-

istrative agency and appointment of its executive seemed to 

be further steps in the continuing deterioration of the Wavy. 

The Agency of Marine was not a true 3ingle-executive 

administrative organ. In creating the agaricy, Congress re-

served to itself the important right to initiate ship 

operations, 

PJSSOLVED, that au agent, of marine be appointed 
with authority to direct,, fit out, and employ 
the ships and, vessels of war belonging to the 
United States according to such instructions 
as shall he received froia Congress.i 

In addition to weakening the Aqent of Marine, this reserva-

tion alao directly boded ill for the fleet. Congress had 

proven ail too veil during the Marine Committee's tenure that 

it was unaole to give proper attention to direction of ship 

operations. 

Moreover there was reason to suspect that Morris would 

not prove to be a strong administrator. He was Superintendent 

"̂Journals, XKI, 319-020. 
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of Finance,, and he regarded his obligations in that depart-

ment as more important than his duties in the marina depart-

ment. he warned Congress of his predisposition, toward 

financial affairs when he accepted the position of Agent of 
•? 

Marine -

If rhe new executive presented cause for worry about 

the future of the navy, the very state of that service was 

further reason for passivism. By September, 1781, the Ameri-

can fleet consisted of only two frigates, and as the recent 

history of the navy had shorn, two ships could quickly he 

lost, r.qually serious was the worsening financial condition 

of the Continental .Wavy. Total suspension of both the con-

struction and operations would have been necessary in the 

summer of 1.781 had it not been for the aid of Morris, who 

was not then officially connected with the Savy or its ad-

ministration. There was little hope that this financial 

situation would ever improve because the nation itself was 

3 

too close to bankruptcy*' 

The Continental havy, howevar, did not succumb to it* 

ill* immediately after the Agency of Marine was instituted. 

Dissolution came only during the interim between Congress' 

^Morris to the President of Congress, September 9, 1781, 
betters and Reports of Robert Horris, Item. 137, Papers of 
Continental Congress, 1, 133-134.. 

JBurnett, The Continental Congress, Chapter 22. 
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recall of armed ships and the actual end of the war. In the 

remaining period of the war, the Continental Navy grew some-

what in size, and, more important, continued to contribute 

service to the war effort. Much of the credit for the navy'a 

survival belongs to Morris. Sis predisposition toward 

financial affairs notwithstanding,, he gave the navy a type 

of leadership and administrative sustenance which partially 

compensated for its lack of more material resources. 

From the clay that he was appointed to his position, 

Morris showed a concern for tne navy and an earnest desire to 

solve its problems. He spent his first day in office dis-

cussing the problems of the navy with John Brown, then 

& 

secretary to the outgoing Board of Admiralty." Brown was 

probably the raost knowledgeable man concerning naval adminis-

trative affairs in the continental government. He had served 

as secretary to both the Board of Admiralty and the Marine 

Committee and had been one of the auditors appointed by the 

Board of Mmiralty to examine the records of the Continental 
Cy 

Agencies in February, 1780." 

iwjent Morris" first undertaking after he accepted office 

was to obtain control of ship operations from Congress, The 

assembly at Philadelphia traditionally was hesitant to 

^Diary. 1, 54. 

~Sanders, Evolution of the Executive Departments of 
Continental Congress,"pp.~~4 3", ~t-SV"Journal'sf W T , "%$$. 
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relinguifr+h the novers which it held, .but Morris was equal to 

t t a s k . A>s> describes! in the previous chapter, he had taken 

over the duty of fitting o»it th*> frigates for prize cruising 

before hig official appointment as Agent of Harine. On 

September 10 "ae suggested. to Congress that it would be of 

overall benefit to the nation if he were allowed to continue 

directing ship operations. 

1 gave directions for fitting the Alliance and 
Deane out and sending thea. on a Cruize not know-
lag 'the Determinations which Congress might Ktake 
and being convince?J that while they lay in Fort 
an ageless Bxpen.ce .must . . . be incurred. Should 
there he any particular Object in the Contemplation 
of Congress wherein to employ these Frigates or 
should they disapprove of . . . ray Directions . . . 
I shall be happy to be favored with their Orders, 
and on the. other Band, if it is intended that 1 
should employ these Ships from Time to Time as 
;aay to ?ne appear wost. for the Public Interest 1 
shall submit whether it raight not be proper £hat 
sucn Intention . . .be explicitly declared,a 

The continental assembly was well aware of the government's 

serious financial crisis. It had continually professed a. 

desire for economy in the preceding months, and it could 

hardlv rej&ct this proposal to prevent wastage of money. 

On September 15, Congress gave the Agent all that he-

had asskecl for. 

FJKSOLVBD, that the superintendent of finance be, 
and hereby is, authorised and directed to fit out 
and employ the ships of war of these United States 

°T>obert Morris to the- President of Congress, September 
10, 1781, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 137, 
Papere of Continental Congress, I, 134, 
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in such manner as shall appear to him best cal-
culated to promote toe best Interest of these 
United States, and that all necessary expenses 
. . . be defrayed by the United States.7 

through the final years of tine war. Congress left most execu-

tive control of naval affairs to its *,gent of Marine. It made 

only one request for a voyage; in October,, 1781, it ordered 

Morris to prepare the Alliance to transport General de la 

8 

Fayette to France, 

In June, 1782, Congress created two committees to over-

see Morris* operations as Superintendent of Finance and Jvgent 

of marine. These two committees existed as long as Morris 

held the respective offices, although they were never given 

9 

formal names," The committee for the marine department did 

not interfere in the internal affairs of the navy to any 

notable extent. The committee supervising Morris in his 

capacity as Superintendent of Finance, however, made several 

inspections of all of Morris* records, including those in 
"I ̂  

conjunction with marine affairs."*"' These inspections probably 

were made at the insistence of Arthur Lee. Lee hated Morris 
7Journals, rail, 953. 8Ibid., XXI, 1135, 
a 
"Ibid., XXIII, 74; ibid., XXIV, 37, note, contains a 

convenientf"list of all members of both coinmittees. The 
original members of the committee for marine affairs were 
Samuel Wharton, David Howellf VJ. L. Gervais, Abner Nash, and 
J, ?, Oilman. 

luDiary, II, 170, 183, 341, 343, 357. 
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fiercely, and the inspections began in the spring of 1782, 

11 

after Lee joined that conaaittee. 

The entire Lee-Adaras clique had com© to be bitter enemies 

of Morris during the middle years of the war. The original 

reason for their enmity was the fact that Morris had been a 

business partner of Silas Do an© while Deane w as conaai 8 s ione r 

to the Court at Paris, In early 1779, Henry Laurens, than 

closely associated with the Lees, accused Morris of using his 

position on the Secret Committee of Commerce to enrich the 

firm of Willing and Morris. Morris was able to clear himself 

of xaost of the specific charges, but due to the general con-

fusion in the records of the Secret Committee, he was unable 
12 

completely to exonerate himself. The Lees and their allies 
13 

remained foes of Morris after this incident. That the 

several inspections of Morris* records never uncovered any 

important inconsistency no doubt irked Arthur Lee. 

After gaining control of ship operations# Morris lost 

no time in ordering the navy's two remaining ships to sea. 

^Journals, XXI, 357. 

1 2 
The best account of the quarrel between Morris and the 

Lees is in Ver Steeg, Robert Morris; Revolutionary Financier, 
pp. 22-27} "A S*Jember of Congress to {n.n. j fn.dTj, 1/13, 
Letters of Members, VII, 156. This letter is attributed to 
Arthur"Lee arid is the best example of his hatred and sus-
picion toward Morris. 

1 % 
Ver Steeg, Robert Horris •. Revolutionary Financier, 

pp. 22-27. ~~ 
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Less than a week after Congress gave hiia the right to direct 

ship operations,, the agent ordered the Alliance and the Dearie 

to make a joint prize cruise, "he expedition was to be 

under the ooranand of Captain John Barry of the Alliance. In 

his orders Morris stipulated that Barry had. complete freedom 

to inake decisions as to the course and the length of the 

14 

cruise. " These orders were chanqed only slightly by 

Congress' requisitioning of the alliance; the Deane was to 

make Its cruise alone, and the Alliance was to begin cruising 
in 

after taking La Fayette to France. " These orders set the 

tempo of Morris* naval strategy; he intended to continue 

promoting prize cruises. Whereas earlier executives had 

erred in ordering prize cruises, Morris was justified in so 

doing. By the fall of 1781, the Continental Navy was too 

small for any other type of operation. 

Through the last years of the war, there was consider-

able pressure upon Morris to use the frigates on general 

escort missions and upon anti-privateer patrols. After their 

defeat at Yorktown, the British had increased their activity 

against American shipping. American merchants appealed to 
1 £• 

the central government for protection."" ' Morris, although 

14 
Official Letterbook A, Feel III of Papers of Robert 

Morris; 1776-1829, pp. 406-493, 
1 5 
Allen, A Naval History of the American Revolution, 

II, 546-548, ~ ~~ ~ ^ "" ™~ ' 
If. 
'Ver Steegr Robert Morris; Revolutionary Financier, 

p. 114; 'diary, 11 f ""5T 7*7 "*3TT~ ~ ' ' " 
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himself a shipping magnate, resisted this pressure to use 

the-, friaafces on these dangerous ana essentially defensive 

missions. Instead, he ©ought naval protection frow America's 

allies. In day lis mt witU Comte de la Luzerne, the French 

-nirsister / aurl requested that the, French provide escorts for 

American shipping bound for the French West indies. Luzerne 

agreed to this request an<! transmitted it to tnt* French 

court# which also agreed. By August the French were escort-

ing convoys to the Indies anti also patrolling the ruio/ilfct 

coast of tli© tinited States. -lomo also sent a. rsgusnt to 

the Spanish governor at h3V3.fia cor escorts for Vnericcui 

shipping cantering and leaving that baroor, but the results 

18 
of this request are not Known.. 

Morris* search for allied escorts in the summer of 1782 

was partially necessary because neither American frigate was 

in ."vmerican waters at the time»lv Later, however, when the 

frigfit'SS returnsto hoins vstors f *'.orris orcisxsd only one
-

escort mission), and tne nature of the ship and cargo in-

volved in that mission made the escort mission necessary. 

A Plan to Protect Coismerc®, Item 137, Papers^ol 
Continental Congress, 1, 4 i> 1 -4 5; i)iary, 113 7 4; hoteboolt of 
(Charles Thompson, August 6r 1782, Letters of -ieiaoers r VII, 
427. ' — , 

^"Diary, II, 74. 

1-) 

il, 603-60 
Allsn, h ̂ aval History of the toorlcan Revolution 
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In the fall of 1782 Morris had dispatched the Due de Lauztme, 

a cargo vessel, to Havana to secure Mexican gold dollars to 

be used ixi the minting of Continental specie. The ft.lliance 

20 

•*va» ordered to escort the Due bad' to the United States. 

Considering the special nature of the Due's cargo, Morris 

was justified in. risking the Alliance for her escort. 

Morris' prise-cruising strategy did not change the 

course of the war. ."Each of the two frigates made two 

voyages. The Alliance captured no vessles on her first 

cruise, but on her second she captured seven. The Deane 

captured four vessels on her first voyage but none on her 
23 

second, undertaken under the name of the Hague» " Two 

frigates were hardly a large enough force to strike a 

decisive blow at the merchant fleets of Great Sritain. The 

frigates kept in action by this strategy, however, did cause 

same damage to the eneray and, moreover, were not captured 

because of it. But the prize-cruising strategy was not one 

of Morris8 more significant administrative contributions, 

despite its suitability for the navy. It was actually only 

an extension of past strategy,, and its only novel feature 

waa Morris* determination not to deviate from it. 

"Morris to John Brown, j'ovesaber 23, 1782, Letters and 
Reports of Robert Morris, Iters 137, Papers of Continental 
Congress,. II, 319-320. 

? 1 
'Allen, E'aval History of the American Revolution, 

II, 575-610, et pas?iW."" " * 
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Morris devoted most of his energies in naval adminis-

tration to fields more mundane than the planning of strategy. 

He concerned himself extensively with the various aspects of 

logistics and support of operations, organisation of his 

administration., and encouragement of naval construction 

project8. His interest in these relatively unexciting areas 

of administration was indicative of his perception of the 

true scops of the task of the administrator. 

Soon after he attained, office,, f̂ orris established his 

administration and began work upon administrative problems 

of the navy. On September 19 lie made trie decision to retain 

John Brown as his secretary and also ordered Brown on a 

mission to Boston* The secretary was to wake a complete 

inspection of the general conditions of the eastern naval 

district and examine the accounts of the now-disestablished 

navy board of that district. Brown also was to appoint a 

qualified person to servo as Deputy Agent of Marine for the 

Eastern district in replacement of the Boston navy board. 

Finally, he was to direct naval affairs in the eastern 

•>2 

district until he found a. deputy agent.*" Assignment of 

Brown to this mission removed hra fron immediate contact with 

Morris, but the agent made provision to keep in as close 

contact with, his secretary as possible by hiring a messenger 
?? 

""Diary, I, 63; "'orris to John Brown, September 19, 
1781, Lotterbook A, pp. 385-388, 
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2 3 

to ride continuously between Boston and Philadelphia. On 

October 10 Morris commissioned James Reed, ex-commissioner 

on the defunct Board of Admiralty, to inventory stores and 
?4 

supplies in the navy's middle district. Throughout this 

period, Morris also continued examination of navy records 

in Philadelphia, It should, be noted that these surveys were 

not attempts to balance records or settle navy accounts, but 

rather to inventory what supplies and goods the navy had on 

hand. Morris did not initiate the task of settling naval 

accounts until mid-1783. 

In addition to bringing order to naval logistics, the 

supply surveys also located some hitherto unused supplies 

and revealed some unfavorable situations. In Boston, Brown 

found that the navy board not only had no supplies or stores 

on hand but also that it had gone deeply into debt sustain-

ing ship operations in its district during the past years. 

Brown received very little cooperation from ex-navy adminis-

trators in Boston and, moreover, was unable to find anyone 

qualified and willing to serve as deputy agent for the 
25 

eastern district. ~ Boston of course was the home of both 

of the Adazases, who were quite averse to Morris and who may 
23Diary, Xf 165. ^4Ibid., p. 79. 
25 
Morris to John Brown, November 2, 1781, Official 

Letterbook B, Heel IV of Papers of Robert Morris; 1776-1829, 
pp. 84-05; Diary, II, 77, 
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have been responsible for the lack of cooperation. In 

Baltimore, Seed found a quantity of unused stores in a navy 

warehouse. 

Morris ordered Reed and Janes Wnarton, another ex-

coiranissioner, to hold a public auction of these goods. 

Indicative of the firm control Morris intended to exercise 

over navy affairs was tnat this order for an auction was so 

detailed as to specify that the auctioneers should circulate 

agents in the crowd at the auction to make minimum bids upon 

the articles offered. 

Morris himself discovered that the continental agent in 

Cape Francois, a Monsieur Bernard Sauvand, still had Con-

tinental prize money in his beeping. During the previous 

year, this merchant had disposed of several Continental prises, 

but the Admiralty Board had been dissolved before it had a 

chance to collect the government's share of the prise money. 

Morris ordered this money applied to navy debts in the West 

indies," In neither the case of the Baltimore auction nor 

of the Hispaniola funds do surviving records mention the 

exact amounts of money involved. It is recorded only that 

Morris was able to pay officers and seamen of the navy three 

months' back wages out of the proceeds of the Baltimore auction. 23 

26Ibid-, , I, 37. 27Ibid., p. 75-

28Ibid., pp. 130-131. 
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Morris' strategy for supporting navy operations was to 

make every effort to see that navv funds and material re-

sources were spent, or used wisely. All ship commanders and 

agents were required to submit expense reports to Morris® 
? Q 

office after their return from each mission. The agent 

also made use of subordinate professionals' knowledge to 

save money and to spend it wisely. Until well after the 

end of hostilities, Morris held conferences with his cap-

tains whenever possible, -latters .lis cussed at these meetings 

ranged frois the advisability of specific equipment purchases 

to speculation apon the general future of the navy.""'0 While 

there are no minutes of these meetings or mission reports in 

existing records, these innovations undoubtedly helped the 

situation. The Davy's desperate financial situation made 

any amount of rioney badly needed. Even with these innova-

tions, as will be seen, the navy nearly ran out of money 

before the end of hostilities. 

Morris worked diligently to alleviate the problem of 

manpower shortages. His attempts in this area were charac-

terized by a readiness to spend money, which of course was 

necessary in order to attract men to Continental service. 

In the fall of 1781, when, the Alliance and the Deane both 

Ibid., II, 325. 

~5°Ibid. , pp. 107, 128, 200, 238, 363? Ill, 4. 
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experienced trouble filling their crews, Morris introduced 

a bounty system to their recruiting attempts. Under this 

system recruits received twenty dollars in Continental 

31 

currency immediately upon their enlistment. 

Morris also tried to safeguard the welfare of Continental 

sailors. As mentioned before, he used the proceeds from the 

Baltimore auction to pay Continental Navy officers and seamen 

to whom it was wed at least three months back pay. Two 

points are worth noting concerning this action. First, 

Morris could have applied these funds to payment of navy 

debts. Second, while Congress had proclaimed that three 

months back wages were due to troops in the array, extension 

of that principle to the seamen in the navy was Morris's am 

idea. 

In the summer of 1782, Morris petitioned Congress to 

correct a fault which had arisen in the system by which navy 

personnel were paid. It had become the custom that the 

states in which the Continental ships were based would pay 

the wages of the crews, the money thus expended being counted 

as a part of the state's contribution to the central govern-

ment. Morris complained that navy personnel disliked this 

system; they preferred Continental currency, which while not 

31 
Morris to John Brown, November 14, 1781, Letterbook D, 

Reel VIof Papers of Robert Morris: 1776-1829, pp. 123-124. 
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32 
steady in value had more worth than did most state currencies. 

There is no record of Congress taking any action upon this 

complaint, but the fact that Morris presented it indicates 

that he was looking for ways In which to make Continental 

service raore attractive to prospective recruits and already-

enlisted sailors alike. 

Equally as important to the future of the navy as its 

current operations was the expansion of the fleet. In the 

past, it had been expanded by two methods, purchase of ships 

and construction, but by the time of Morris' administration 

there was not enough money in continental coffers for the 

purchase of ships. In the fall of 1782 Morris did obtain 

the packet General Washington from the state of Pennsylvania, 

but not by purchase. Pennsylvania loaned the packet to the 

continental government for payment of its insurance and 

34 

operating expenses. ' This packet, moreover, was used only 

for messenger service and can only be considered an indirect 

reinforcement to the Continental iiavy„ The. only feasible 

weans for adding ships to the navy was through continuance 

of construction efforts. 

32Journals, XXIII, 735. 33Diary, II, 176. 

•34 
" Morris to the President of Congress, September 9, 

1782, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 137, Papers 
of Continental Congress, I, 749; Diary, I, 71-72. 
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Morris appreciated fully the importance of the construc-

tion of the Bourbon and the America to the United States, 

Be believed that these ships could be completed and their 

strength added to the American fleet to make It approximately 

what Congress had intended it to be—a navy force of at least 

minimal effective size. When in the spring of 1782 it appeared 

that Congress was losing interest in the construction projects, 

Morris came to the defense of those projects. 

There is a . . . degree of dignity in carrying 
through such measures as Congress once adopted. 
. . . The present circumstances of these United 
States should induce our attention to the estab-
lishment of a Naval force although the former 
attempt* have proved unfortunate. • , . We must 
not take it for granted that its future essays 
will be unsuccessful . . . ,35 

As in his support of naval operations, Morris deter-

mined to reduce construction costs as much as possible. 

Also as in his support of ship operations, Morris sought to 

accomplish this goal partly through dependence upon proficient 

subordinates. In February he appointed Captain James Nichol-

36 

son to act as inspector to the Bourbon.' " This appointment 

emulated Congress" appointment of John Paul Jones to super-

vise the construction of the America/ which had been made in 

the fall of the preceding year. Jones had proven to be a 

Morris to President of Congress, April 24, 1782, 
Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 137, Papers of 
Continental Congress, I, 415-417. 

360iary, I, 218. 
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very conscientious and capable supervisor; Morris doubtless 

37 

hoped that Nicholson would prove to be the same. 

In the last week of April, Morris proposed to Congress 

a radical change in the mode of construction of the Bourbon. 

Se asked that the project be put up for bids from private 

contractors, the lowest bidding contractor to finish that 

frigate's construction. -torris maintained that only in this 

Hiarmer could the nearly-completed frigate finally be coia-
38 

pleted. Congress complied with this request. 

Throughout the rest of the spring and suitmer of 1782, 

Morris sought funda for the construction projects, but by the 

end of the summer he had exhausted all possible sources of 

money. Although the America was nearly ready for launch-

ing , the central government did not have the funds to con-

tinue work on either that ship or the Bourbon• In the last 

week of August, Morris proposed to Congress that the America 

be given to the French to replace a ship-of-the-line of equal 

size that had been lost off the Massachusetts coast in the 

summer. He explained that there was no hope of being able 

to afford to fit out the America, the largest ship ever 
17 
Mori son, John Paul .Tones t tj. 326« 

'Congressional Proceedings, Papers of Robert Morris, 
1776-1829• Robert Morris to the President of Congress, 
August 24, 1782, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 
137, Papers of Continental Congress, I, 415-417. 

39Diaryf II, 125, 139, 156, 193, 203. 
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planned for the Continental Havy. On September 3, Congress 

4D 

consented to this proposal. With this decision, the last 

chance for a renaissance of the Continental Navy disappeared. 

The loss of this ship did not end the construction program 

entirely; work was resumed on the Bourbon in the following 

spring.41 But before that ship was launched, the Continental 

Navy had begun to disintegrate. 

On March 13, 1783, Congress received a draft of the 
42 

treaty to end the war. * In the last week of the month 

Congress also received word that the French had ordered their 

army and navy to suspend hostilities. Accordingly, Congress 
43 

ordered the recall of all American armed vessels. Cessa-

tion of hostilities and reception of the proposed treaty did 

not mean the end of the war, but the assembly at Philadelphia 

proceeded to act as if they did. It began to involve itself 

in internal and essentially post-war matters. One delegate 

recorded that by early fall the prime subject in Congress 
44 

was the division of western lands among the states. ' lot 
4^notebook of Charles Thompson, August 24, 1782, Letters 

of Members, VI, 468, note; Journals, XXIII, 543. " 

41Diary, II, 238. 42Journals, XXIV, 210-211. 
A g 
Burnett, Continental Congress, p. 563. 

44Morth Carolina Delegation to the Governor of North 
Carolina, October 22, 1782, Letters of Members, VI, 516. 
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only did the national assembly relegate external matters to 

secondary consideration, it also began to think of the 

national military institutions as being expendable. 

To many in Congress and to many involved in the war 

effort in the states,, the Continental military institutions 

were justifiable only in time of war. Because the war now 

seemed over, in the early spring of 1783, interest in the 

upkeep of the navy, and even the army, slackened into simple 

apathy or changed into a desire to demobilize these forces 

as rapidly as possible. One Congressional faction, which 

for this and related reasons can be called anti-nationalist, 

saw the military institutions as positive dangers to the 

freedom of the states. The Lee family, which regularly saw 

plots in central government, was at the center of this anti-

45 

nationalist faction. 

Through the waning months of the war there was also a 

movement in Congress to establish peacetime national military 

institutions. This movement was headed by a small group of 

men who would later lead the fight for a new federal consti-

tution . Among its members were James Madison, James Wilson, 
46 

and Alexander Hamilton. This nationalist faction was a 

4^ 
"Jensen, The Mew Nation, pp. 63-74. While the Lees 

did make contributions to t&e Revolution, they consistently 
played a negative role in the last years of the war. 

A. f* 

* Burnett, The Continental Congress, pp. 581-583. 
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minority in Congress. In. June, and again in October, 1783, 

its members presented a motion before the body at Philadelphia 

calling for the establishment of permanent military institu-

47 

tions. Both times Congress refused to approve the motion. 

Without Congressional support the navy was doomed to have no 

future* Before October, however, the actual physical disin-

tegration of the fleet had begun. 

In the spring of 1783 the navy's sources of financial 

support completely dried up. The French cessation of 

hostilities meant that the Continental government would re-

ceive no more foreign military aid? without this aid, naval 
48 

operations were nearly impossible. Morris was forced to 
suspend all ship activities except for packet operations, 

and even the packet was reduced to operating with a skeleton 

49 
K* rew, 

At the same time Morris" measure to fund the national 

50 

debt was refused by Congress. This defeat implied to him 

that the states would no longer continue the war effort, and 

he began decorarai8sioning naval ships. On July 2 he asked 

47Journals, XXV, 732-745. 

48 
Robert Morris to the President of Congress, March 17, 

1783, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 137, Papers 
of Continental Congress, II, 301. 

&% 
Diary, II, 345, 348, 380. 

50 
' Burnett, The Continental Congress, p. 571. 
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for and received congressional permission to put the Hague 

51 

(exrDeane) up for sale. " On July 22 he requested permission 

to sell the Bourbon. The Bourbon had been launched and her 

fitting out begun, but Morris estimated that at least 

$20 , 000 more would be needed to get her ready for sea* Be-

cause this amount of money was not available and because 

tnere was little prospect of the war continuing, he asked 

thajt the frigate be sold. Congress agreed to all these re-

52 

quests. In August, Morris sent the Alliance on a voyage 

to the Netherlands with a cargo of tobacco, but the frigate 

sprang a leak just out of Philadelphia harbor and had to 

return. Although she was repaired, she never again sailed 
S3 

in Continental service. By October only the General Washing" 

ton remained in service. 

Also by October administrative operations in the marine 

warje considerably reduced. In June Morris had given the task 

of straightening out navy records to a special auditorr 

Joseph Pennell.' As mentioned before, Morris was the object 
Journals, XXIV, 438. 

52 
Agent of Marine's Report, July 22f 1783, Letters and 

Repprts of Robert Morris, Item 137, Papers of Continental 
Congress, III, 677-678; Journals,, XXIV, 446. 

53 
Marine Office to the President of Congress, September 

1, 1783, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 137, 
Papjers of Continental Congress, III, 746. 

5 4 
Morris to the President of Congress, June 19, 1783, 

Letterbook E„ reel VII of Paoers of Robert Morris: 1776-1829, 
p. 37, 
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of considerable suspicion on the part of a large faction of 

Congress? by letting an outside accountant settle records, 

he hoped to avoid suspicion. The agent * s main occupation in 

the following months was the processing of numerous petitions 

that deluged his office from those who had claims against the 

navy.55 

In January, 1784, Cong res:; finally ratified the treaty 

to and the war. The treaty was then sont to England by way 

of a merchant 3hip? the packet Washington, only recently 

arrived frora Europe, could not ba prepared for sea in time 

to transport it.56 After this dispatch of the ratified treaty, 

it wan only a matter of time until the navy was completely 

abolished. On March 19 Morris suggested to Congress the 

discontinuation of the packet service and the sale of the 

Washington. He explained that the packet was in need of 

repair and would "neither answer tine Purposes of a Packet 

much longer nor warrant an Pxpenditure . . . which is now 

inconvenient." He suggested that the United States hence-

forth make use of French and English packets for all com-

57 
munications with American missions overseas. Realizing 

"Diarv# III, 50? Letters and Reports of Robert Morris* 
Item 137, Papers of Continental Congress, III, 395, 419, 443-
444. 

56F>wight L. Smith, "Joseph tfanaar, Diplomatic Courier," 
Pennsylvania Magasine of History and Biography, LXXXVli 

421-427.——' ~~ - ~ 

57Warin© Office to the President of Congress, March 14, 
1784, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 137, Papers 
of Continental Congress, III, 483-484. 
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that discontinuation of the packet service would end naval 

operations completely, Morris commented• "As to a Marine we 

irmst for the present give up the Idea. . . . Whenever the 

, . . Finances will perriit, we can certainly build better 

ships than any we yet have had»f,~ Congress agreed to the 

59 
decommissioning of the packet. 

The Continental Navy was never officially dissolved, 

00 
In November Morris resigned from his positions in government." 

$%1 

Pennell continued audit of navy records into 1787, ' The 

Alliance was put under the care of the Board of Treasury 

(which replaced the office of Superintendent of Finance) and 

was not sold until nid~1733. " Nevertheless, the Uavy can 

be considered to have been disbanded with the decoraniasion-

ing of the General Washington. 

It is ironic that the Continental Navy should have dis-

solved while under the administration of the Agent of Marina. 

The Marine Agency, with Morris as Agent of Marine, was 

probably the best of the three administrative-executives 

which controlled the navy, although a thorough comparison 
qo KQ 
Ibid., p. 484. Journals, XXVI, 210. 

^°Ibid. , XXVII, 653;- Morris to the President of Congress, 
November 7, 1784, Letters and Reports of Robert Morris, Item 
137, Papers of Continental Congress, III, 753. 

61Journals, XXXII, 233-234. 

62Ibid.-, XXIX, 422. 
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between it and the two preceding administrations is impos-

sible because of the rapidly changing situation. Before 

Morris accepted the position of Agent, and thus activated 

the Agency, the Navy was close to complete collapse; the 

fleet was at its smallest size even and neither construc-

tion nor operations were in progress. The contemporary 

executive office, the Board of Admiralty, was deserted. 

Almost irarosdiately after the Marine Agency was activated, 

the Navy * s condition began improving. Morris centralized 

all executive power in the office of Agent of Marine and 

helped to relieve the immediate financial crisis of the 

navy to some extent by consolidating and exploiting the 

still-existing sources of income within the navy. He re-

vived naval construction and defended the concept of an 

American navy before Congress, Had Morris and his programs 

had sufficient time, undoubtedly they could have rebuilt 

the Continental Navy to at least squadron strength. 
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CONCLUSION 

The navy's executive troubles bsgaa in Congress while 

the icl«a of a navy was being conceived. Congressional 

oroponents of a navy naver developed a clear idea of either 

the liirdtatlon-s or the potential of the proposed navy. They 

pimply believed that the circumstances of war with Great 

Britain made a navy necessary, and as their resolution to 

rebellion matured, their determination to create a navy in-

creased. The Continental Congress finally created a navyr 

*>ut it never developed any real concept of strategy for its 

navy. 

The first naval executive, the slarine Conaoittee, i»-

herited Congress'a strategic lethargy and, in addition, 

developed an administrative lethargy of its own. It failed 

to supervise amy of the navy's operations properly. It did 

not retain firm control over its subordinate agencies—the 

various boards, frigate committees, and continental agents. 

Consequently, sonte of thesa agencies also became lax while 

others became corrupt. The coicroittee failed to handle many 

of the logistics problems that impeded ship construction, 

with the result that the Continental fleet did not grow as 

120 
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rabidly as It might have. Finally, the committee failed to 

develop an effective operational strategy. Repeatedly it 

consaitted navy vessels to short patrols and single ship 

operation® in American waters, These missions had the 

effect of disserainating the American navy in the very face 

of the British navy, which was also concentrated in American 

coastal waters* It would have been far better for the future 

of the navy had th# comrriittee directed its ships upon joint 

expeditions to parts of th® British Empire outside of the 

American theater of war, or at least simply upon joint ex-

peditions. Whether in the form of coastal raids or shipping 

raids, cruises in other parts of the Empire would have caused 

the British navy to spread its ships all over the Empire and 

thus largely away fro® American waters. Joint expeditions 

would nave given Continental vessels at least the safety of 

numbers. 

During only one period of th® Marine Coraaiittee' a admin-

is tirat ion was the navy provided with competent executive 

leadership. During the winter of 1776-1777, in anticipation 

of a British invasion, the cowaitt.ee fled to Baltimore with 

Congress. 'tobert ftorris, a steraber of the committee stayed 

behind to attend to the welfare of Continental vessels left 

in Philadelphia harbor, fferris decided to remain in Phila-

delphia, whex-e he not only acter". as executive for the navy 

but also conducted business for Congress a» well. He handled 
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local naval affairs with dispatch and efficiency. He tried 

to organize an expedition for units of the navy in Mew 

England, although Congress returned before much could be done 

concerning this proposed expedition. 

Season for the Marine Committee's failures can be found 

in the nature of its organization. It was a coirsaittee created 

by Congress out of its own membership. Thus, the primary 

responsibility of committee members was to Congress, not to 

the navy and its affairs. At best, naval affairs were of 

secondary interest to them? and this secondary interest was 

further diluted by their responsibilities to other committees. 

Moreover;, committee members rarely had much knowledge con-

cerning naval or marine affairs. They were chosen for the 

committee because of their representative capacity, not 

because of their skill or interest in marine affairs. 

In the fall of 1779 the Marine Committee was disbanded 

and a new executive for the navy was created. This develop-

ment occurred because Congress was exasperated with the com-

mittee style of executive, 

The Board of Admiralty was the organ created to replace 

the Marine Committee. It was composed of five commissioners, 

only two of whom were Congressmen. This board was a far more 

simple unit than its predecessor, and from its first days in 

office it also demonstrated itself to be a better administra-

tive and executive unit. 
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Almost as soon as it was instituted, the Board of Ad-

miralty took steps to bring order to naval finances. When 

these steps disclosed the confusion and corruption existent 

in its subordinate units, the Admiralty Board•also began 

investigation, and reorganization of these subordinate units. 

While engaged in these operations the Admiralty also took on 

associated marine problems. It assumed the duty of issuing 

letters of marque from the Secretary of Congress, It drafted 

a new set of prise regulations to be followed by Continental 

Navy vessels and privateers alike. It instituted a packet 

service between the United states and Europe for Congress 

and the American foreign legations. 

The Board of Admiralty made one serious mistake. Like 

its predecessor, it failed to give effective direction to 

ship operations. It continued the practice of letting Con-

tinental ships be wasted in minor operations and voyages of 

essentially little consequence. This continued exposure of 

the navy to unnecessary danger finally had fatal results. In 

August, 1781, the Continental Navy was reduced to two com-

missioned vessels, both of which were in harbors because of 

lack of funds. 

The failure of the Board of Admiralty to direct ship 

operations effectively remains largely unexplained. Records 

of its activities, outside of its official orders, are vir-

tually non-existent. One cannot avoid the conclusion that 
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inexperience on the part of its members was its basic weak-

ness. :%one of. them had been in any way connected with the 

British navy during the colonial days. Certainly the board 

was competent in all areas other than ship operations. 

•The Admiralty Board dissolved in mid-1781 when Its 

chairman resigned. Congress replaced it with the Agency of 

Marine, This office consisted of a single officer# the 

Agent of Marine. Congress appointed Robert Morris to be 

Agent. 

Morris probably could have revived the navy had he been 

given sufficient time. From his first operations in this 

office he showed an interest in and a capacity for naval 

affairs. He first won from Congress the right to direct 

ship operations. Congress had reserved to itself this right 

when it created this office. He initiated inventory opera-

tions within the navy in order to find any available sources 

of money. Tie defended the idea of a navy before Congress, 

which had grown skeptical that the Continental Navy could 

ever be revived. He resumed construction of naval vessels, 

which had ceased when the Board of Admiralty ran out of money 

in the spring of 1731. Throughout his tenure he constantly 

foiled the attempts of the Lee family to discredit himself 

and his operations. Unfortunately for the navy, time ran 

out for Morris. In early 1783, hostilities were suspended 
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and Congress subsequently lost all interest in sustaining 

the war effort. 

There were factors other than executive misdirection 

that contributed to the decline of the navy. The continental 

government was continually iiaproveriahed. The United States 

lacked the necessary industrial and technical base upon which 

to build the navy envisioned by Congress, These, however, 

were factors that had their main effect in limiting the size 

of the navy, not in preventing its operations. The fact 

thus remains that the decline of the navy was due in large 

part to the ineffectiveness of the first two naval executives. 
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